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VOL. XV.— NO.

HOLLAND,

5.

MICH.,

SATURDAY, MARCH

1886.

6,

WHOLE

NO.

706.

hundred their cardinal principles, —the upbuilding prise. The subject of his paper was the
week against A. of the laborer himself. Mr. Fogg was "Cultureof Celery” and this he treated
heartily applauded during the address and very exhaustively aud to entire satisfacW. H. Roam, Editor and Publisher.
Our officers had six tramps Id custody B. Bosman by Mrs. Dan Doyle. The
suit grew out of the purchase of house- his listeners remained until fully 10 tion, whereupon the society gave him
one night this week.
Terms of Sabsorlption.
hold goods from Dan Doyle by Bosman. o’clock when the audience dispersed.
their votes of thanks.
$1.50 per year if paid in advance;$1.75 if
Gbo. H. Souter has a word to say in The trial was before Esquire Post. The
The arrivals on Thursdsy of gentlemen
paid at three months, and $2.00 if
Wendling’s Lecture.
our special notices.
jury disagreed after being out several
from abroad attending these meetings
paid at six months.
hours.
The fourth entertainmentof the lecture were: Ex-Lieut-Gov.Holt, of Muikegon,
Rates of advertising made known on application.
Mrs. D. Kruidenier,of Pella, la., is
A

LOCAL ITEMS.

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

suit for the recovery of one

dollars was brought this

Yearly advertisers nave the privilege of three

A catechism

visitingrelativesIn this city.

changes.
tinsinsss Cards In City Directory, not over three
$2 per annum.
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths published without charge for subscribers.
HT"AI1 advertising bills collectableQuarter!

AdvertisingBureau (10 Spruce St 1 where advertlung
ouotraou nay he made lot It IN

Jos. Fixter’b stave factory started running last

The

Thursday morniug.

without advertising—

Born:— To and
lay,

lusfaesjs |iw(totn.

A. D. Botsford, of Otsego, Messrs. H. O.

Shumaker, Geo. A. Nye and Daniel FalWednesday
coner, of Saugatuck, G. W. Humphiiea,
glad surprise last Monday evening. They evening. We are safe in saying that no
of South Haven, Byron Markham, of
spent the evening with the reverend man ever spoke in Holland who bo

Geo. R. Wendling on

last

thoroughlycaptivated his audienceas Mr.
can make money gentleman and his family and departedat
an early hour but not before they had Wendling. The subject of his lecture,
the mint.
presented them with some very flue and "Saul of Tarsus,”was handled only as a

Laketowu, and dMiers.

March

great orator and scholar can handle a sub-

Mrs. P. Boot, on Tues- costly presents.

2, 1888, a

daughter.

Tbe afternoon^session was opened by
a pa})er by Dr.

ing

A. 8. Kedzie on "Market-

Fiult.” This

greatly denounced our

present system of marketing fruit through

ject. It was addressedto all classes. It
of Polo between the Hartford’s, was rare in rhetorical finish and in Its commission merchants and offered some
of Fennville.and the Stars of Holland will wide learning and graphic delineation of new ideas as to what might be a suitable
be played at the Star Rink next Wednes- ancient and modern heroes and orators, Bubstltuto fer it. It was followed by a
day evening. This will be the first match and in its superb declamationand splendid discussion and then' referred to a comgame of Polo ever played in the city and oratory. The renditionof Paul’s great mutes. Hon. H. H. Holt entertained and
as both clubs have uniforms and play speeches was a striking feature of the benefited the meeting by a paper on "Can
well it will be very interesting to spec- lecture. We hope to hear Mr. Wendling Sandy Soils be | made Profitable.”Ho
took the position they could be by proper
tators. The admissionwill be as usual.
a^ain in Holland. The next and last leo
treatment and fertilizers. A long and Inture of the course will be given by WalTwo boys living near the depot pil- lace Bruce.an orator that is highly spoken structive discussion ensued to which wo
will also refer to in another issue. Byron
fered two or three dollars from a bureau
of. Mr. Bruce comes in the place of SenaMarkham, o( Laketowu, closed tbe exerinf a neighbor’shouse last Wednesday.

A game

I^Tiik Macatawa Park Associationhave
Commiiiloa Merchant.

an advertisement io this issue. Read

it.

T>EAOH, W. H. CommissionMerchant, and

D

dealer in Grain, Flour and Produce. Highest
March was ushered iu like a lamb.
market price paid for wheat. Office in Brick
Let us hope it will go out the same way.
store, corner Eighth and Fish streets.
Dnigi and Medlclnei.

Mr. Lincoln Misner,

of

TraverseCity,

Medi- has become an attache of the News office.
cines, Paints and Oils, Brushes, &c.- Physicians prescriptionscarefullyput up. Eighth 8t.
Ice boating on Macatawa Bay has fur-

pvOESBURG. J.O. Dealer in Drugs and

U

T7AN PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer in

Drugs, Medlcines, Paints, Oils, etc. Proprietor of Dr. W.
Van den Berge’s Family Medicines. River Street.

nished amusement

Druggist and Pharmacist;a
full slock of goods appertaining to the bus-

iness.

is

for the boys this

week.

Nellie White, of Grand Haven,

Miss

TX7AL8H, HEBER,

f

of the First course occurred with the lecture of Hon.

only thing that

NSW YOUK*

v

girls

Church gave their pastor, Rev. E. Bos, a

lines,

this paper rngiaffisaat

of

class

tor

The boys’ teacher discovered them with

visitingMrs. R. A. Ranters of this city.

money

more

Van Wyck, who was obliged to send

word

this

week

that it

cises of tbe afternoon

would be absolutely

by reading a very

good and practical paper on. "Mistakes of

than is usually carried by

impossible for him to be here this winter.
fortunate youths of tender years and finally made It was also announced that a musical en- New Beginners in Fruit Culture.”
Thursday evening the Opera House
enough last Saturdayevening to draw a them tell where they got it. The marshal tertainment would be given here between
was
well filled by our citizeus who took
took them iu baud and after a good scare
bycicle at a raffle.
now and Mr. Bruce’s lecture. The enterau
interest
in the meetings of tbe Society
they were released.
tainmentwill be given by members of the

Mr. L. Van Putten was

fanlturs.

EVER, BROUWER & CO., Dealers in all
Ivl kinds of Furniture, Curtains, Wall Paper,
Carpets, Coffins,Picture Frames,etc.; River St.

Last night the Macatawa Social Club
GeneralDealer*.

held the last of a series of ten receptions

VAN

PUTTEN, G. & SONS, GeneralDealers in
Dry Goods, Groceries, Crockery,Hats and
Caps, Flour, Provisions,etc. River street.

v

in the

Opera House.

good thing the people asks
If you want to enjoy a

Hoteli,

ness and want to

/1ITY HOTEL, Williams Bros., Proprietors. vertise in the
The only first-class hotel in the city. Is located in the business center of the town and has
Kin
one of the largest and best sample rooms in the
state, Free bus in connection with the hotel.

\J

boom

boom

in busi- tor

your business ad

News.

Potter who

recently started a

laundry here has an advertisement iu

pHCENIX HOTEL. Jas. Ryder, proprietor.
XT Locatednear the C. & W M. R’y depot, has

this issue. Read

it.

.

good facilltiea for the travelingpublic, ' and lt«
tabletsunsurpassed, Free hack for accommodation of guests.
Livery asd Sale Sublet.

TJAVERKATE. G.

Wm. G. Smith, with the firm of Marder, Luse & Co., type founders, of Chicago, called Wednesday.

J. Livery and Boarding
Mrs. D. M.
Stable. Fine rigs and good horses can albo roiled on. Ou Fish street, near Scott’s special sale of
hotel.

H
ways

Gee & Co. will have a
Holiday Goods on Tuesday and Wednesday next.

"VTIBBELINK,J.

U., Livery and Sale Stable;
Ninth street, near Market.

1*

Mtaufaetorlei,
MlUt, Shops, Etc.

This has been a busy week in the entertainmentline. Nearly every evening the

VAN

RAALTE, B., dealear in Farm imple- Opera House has been used.
ments and machinery. Cor. River and

V

Ninth Streets.

VAN

Rev. John Van der Meulen, of Eben*

DER YEN,

J. M., Manufacturesthe best
5 cent cigar made. Havanna filled, Smoke
them. For sale by all
2-ly.

Y

dealers.

An exchange thinks an editor is a good Philharmonic Society
deal like a preacher. When he writes a

ezer, will preach in English in the Third

Church to-morrow, Sunday, evening.

him. When a

who

wrote

it.

A Very

ceremonies will take place at 2:30 p. m.
and will be conducted by Deputy Grand

evening a

JV

Life Saving Station at our harbor

completed.

The

boats will

and the crew go on duty about the

Watchmaker, Jeweler, and
dealer in fancy goods. Corner of Market
Mt
and Eighth streets.

X>

TX7YKUUYSEN,

ll., dealer iu Watches,Clocks,
Jewelry and Spectacles,cor. Ninth and Ce-

dar streets.

last

Monday. The

suit is complete and

very becoming.

tele

was married to

mel iu St. Mary’s Church. They

left im-

mediately for the East on a bridal tour

Sunday

their future

this city,

and in

part to

&

their

Dec. 27.-

Dr. R. A. Scoouten who lately moved

from Grand Rapids intends
going back again in a few weeks. He
to this city

Knights of Labor.
Harmony Assembly,No. 8,719, of Holland City,
meet in Odd Fellows' Hall every week. All com- wants

make

ciety to attend tbe lecture. The invitation was accepted

with thanks and

the

Holland meeting adjaurned to meet in the morning at Lyceum Opera House.

journey together through life.

On Thursday morning

at

9 o’clock the

meeting was called to order by the

presi-

dent of the society, Walter A. Phillips,of

Many

A pie social will be given at the resiRegular Communicationof Unity Lodgb,
No. 191, F. A A. M., will be held at Masonic Hall
dence
of Mrs. Daniel Bertsch on next
Holland, Mich., at 7 o’clock,on Wednesday
evenings, Jan. 20, Feb. 17, March 17, April 14, Wednesday evening. All interested in
May 12, June 10, July 14, Aug. 11, Sept. 8, Oct. 18,
Nov. 10, Dec. 8. bi. John.s days Jnne 24, and tbe Methodistchurch are invited.
A

of our

readers will be called up-

Grand Haven, and

In behalf

of our

citi-

who is selling zens Dr. O. E..Yates delivered the address
“Waverly Novels,” Abbotsford edition. of welcome, in which, after brieflytouch
The original price of this edition was ing upon some of the more Importantand
(150. It is now sold for $12 In nine vol- ennobling features of fruit culture, aud
umes, same plates, same type, and histori- the worthy mission of the organization
on by P. F.

Collier’s agent,

cle notes, giving
Sir.

an autograph letter from holding their meeting in

Walter Scott

in relation thereto.

nine volumes will

be delivered on

The them
pay-

this city, he

bade

and extended the
place. Dr. A. S. Ked-

a hearty welcome

hospitalityof the

to rent his house on the corner of
ment of $2.00 down and $1.00 each zie, of Grand Haven, on behalf of the so
Ninth
and
Fish streets. Bee Special No- month afterwards. Don’t fail to subQabmomy Lock Box,
ciety, made a very happy and cordial
Holland, Mich, tices.
scribe for this work. Dickens, Thackary, response in which he alluded with great

27-y

municationsshould be addressed to

Prof. Townsend’sentertainmentswill
be given at low prices same as last yaar,

and Washington loving’s works sold on
same payments. All these works

are ele-

(WBOLBSALB.)
{CorrtcUdevery Friday by E. J. Barrington.)
Apples, 40c; Beans, (1.00; Batter, 14, IBcts;
Eggs, 14c; Honey, 12c; Onions, BOc; Potatoes
80c.
bit an..
Apples, B0, 60c; Beans, 91.26; Batter,15@16c;
Eggs, 15c; Honey, 14c; Onions, GOc; Potatoes, 40c.

Orals, Feed, Eto.
(WBOLBSALB.)
(Corrected every

the

FHday by W. H. Beach.)

Buckwheat. 4Bc; Bran.

9

100

t>s.

,75c; Bart

Fogg, of Lansing, addressedthe working-

Water Works Pump house on Fish men

street. Ice houses are being erected an
filled

with ice and the work

will

pushed rapidly forward.

of this city on last Tuesday evening.

The Opera House was

filled

with

a

good

Department at the aonnal exhibition.
Second— Tbe Society to have the privilegeof
afforded them the previous evening In the making out the premiam Hat and awardingpreml.

laborer

ifi

the city. The speaker spoke of

Middling, f 100 Ibi., 90c; Oats, SO® 32c;
LancasterBed, 89. Corn, ear, 86c.
B1TA1L.

Through the courtesy of Supervisor
Van Duren we have received a copy of

tuna.
Third—

Oar Society to guarantee the sam

Fonrth-Our Societyto take Into Its treasury
and own all gate money and admission fees from
exhibitors.

Fifth-Our Society to hold the amount guaranteed until after exhibitionthen to pay tbe premi-

fruit, even

of "twW

plums."

Chas. A.
The committee further reported that a
a well prepared committee tf three be appointedby this
Society to prepare the premium lifts for
paper on "How to Protect the Vineyard
tbe fruit departmentand that tbe chairAgainst the Cut-worm’V and this was fol man of said qpmmittee be superintendent
lowed by a very general end highly inter- of said department. The report was
esting discussion. In a later issue we unanimously adopted. Aa such committee were appointed Joseph Lannin, ef
will give some of the ideas which were
South Haven, Walter A. Phillips, of
here advanced. A highjy interesting pa- Grand Haven, and Daniel Falconer,of
par was now read by A. D. Botsford of Ot- Saugatuck.After tbe reading of an inthis city, read

prime cause that
combiningof labor in trades’
the printed proceedings of the October, uniona and in labor organizations.The
1885, and January,1886, sessions of the Knights of Labor, he said, had ona of the
Board of Supervisors. The book, while most honored causes to work in that had
answering every purpose expected of it, ever been known en this earth. He then sego, in which by word of ibtroductlon he
defined tbe objects tnd purposes of the gave a high tributeof praise to the early
if net up U the one of a yaar ago in a
mechanical point of view. It if, however, Knights fully and completely. He retd settlers of our city for their true religion, tbe Society adjourned to mail In June
I their plttfonn And Ityed great streai upon hibits of temperance,frugality,ancestor- Sontk Haven.
• creditable Job, all thing! considered.
bor and which were tbe
led lo the

of

$600 for prefniams and incidental expenees.

ums swarded and other moneys held by us for
personal experiences, demonstrating to them on the orders of the President of said So
full satisfaction that he was a lover o
ciety countersigned by He Secretary.

audience which consisted of nearly every Dutton, of
the evils existing between capital and la-

ciety to have abeolnte control over the Pomologies!

bound and contain good illustra- lecture of Geo. R. Wendling, which by
which will no doubt secure large auditions. The payments are so easy every bim and the society had been listened to
ences. He has just concluded a long serone can purchase them.
with great enjoyment. Now E, W.
ies of entertainmentsin Boston, Mass.,
Branch, of Graiid Haven, both greatly
and comes direct from there to Michigan.
F. M. Fogg’s Address.
amused and interested tbe society by his
In accordance with announcement tbe address on "Tbe Love of Frnit,” giving
M. Notier baa purchased the site for
distinguished
labor agitator,Hon. F. M. various instances, in part drawn from
his creamery. It is the same as we mentioned in our last issue, the lot just east of

Andrews, of Allegan, and Senator Sherwood,of Watervliet, as other contributorsworthy of
special mention tore C. A. Dolton and J.
J. Van Dyke, each of whom presented
some fine grapes in a good slate of preservation,and also G. Vnn Den Belt, G.
Humphries, Geo. S. Harrington,John A.
Kooyers,G. J. Boone, A. Van Der Haar
and several others. The Committee appointed by tbe Society to confer with our
S. O. & W. A. AgriculturalSociety to
effect a union lor the purpose of making
its exhibitions of fruit in conuectionwith,
our Agricultural Society, *]{ deemed mutually advantageous,reported that it bad »
conferencewith the Executive Committee
of the AgriculturalSociety, and that the
committee reported favorablelo such a
union, and tbe terms upon which such a
union can be effected would be as follows:
Flrat— The West Michigan Frnit Growers'Solargest exhibitors Mr.

satisfactionto the entertainment already

gantly

Produce, Etc.

city by the local Fruit Growers’ Society,

prevent any possible confusion, which

home. We wish “Mack” aud

his wife abundant success and happiness

evenings there has been large congrega- on
tions in attendanceat that church.

D. L. Botd, W. M.

re-

same evening in

employed in the

is

office at this station,

and on their return will
vices in the English language ou

O. Bbbtiun, fyc'v.

Sherwood, as chairman,

train men on the Chicago & West

Since the Third Church have held ser-

F. & A.

lorted: The Committee on Resolutloni

and the citizens generally. Tbe Committee
on Fruits reported that there was a fine
might
occur
ou
this
account,
an
invitation
Miss Mary A. Garvey, an estimable young
display of fruit on exhibition, both of apMichigan R’y donned their new uniforms lady of Muskegon, by Father Van Pam- was extended to the West Michigan So- ples and grapes, mentioning as tbe

The

DBEYMAN,OTTO,

es-

corted them to the office of A. Vlsscher, by Senator

cLane, who
graph

Watch#* and Jewil:?.

who

the committees ap-

Last Tuesday, March 2, Mr. John E.

the ceremonies.

ar-

middle of May.

by the committee of reception,

On Friday morning

Esq., where an informal meeting was ported resolutions of appreciationand
held, when the society was informed that thanks for tbe generous hospitality
Geo. R. Wendling was to lecture that awarded the society during its stay in this

E.,

Ledeboer.

TV

at the Opera House and a

anquet at the city hotel will conclude

Physician and Surgeon. Office
ai residence on the corner of River and rive
Eleventhstreets, formerly occupied by the late Dr.

X

ball

Pleasant and Successful Meeting.

pointed during the previous sessions re-

pleasantly.

TTATEb, 0.

baud which rendered a pleasing Andante

several gentlemen, as they arrived
Hhe trains, were waited upon

TT'REMERS, B.„ Physicianand Surgeon.

The

of tbe evening were opened by Lambert's

adjournedto the next morning.

neighborsof Mr. Jas. Huntley gatherea Master R. C. Hatheway, of Grand Rapidw
with
at his home and spent the eveoiog very and an able corps of assistants. Iu tbe

is nearly

ex-

ers whose names we could not get. These

iJ

Residcnce on Twelfth street, cor. of Market St.
Office at the drug store of Kremers A Bangs.. Office hours from 11 a. m. to 12 m.,and from B to 0 p.m

see the

and Waltz. Prof. Kollen then read a
paper on “Pomona’s Suggestions.” The
No wonder that preachers and editors
subject was handled in an able manner
J The meetings of the West Michigan
have to swear a little occasionallyabout
Fruit Growers’ Society held in this city and was listened to with great interestby
the way the members of the church and
during the present week have been, as wo the audience, which tendered him a vote
subscribers talk about him.
are told, and have reason to believe, of of thanks. On the completion of the
Next week Prof. Townsend the funny unusual interest and importance,both as to address, Gilmore’s quartette rendered a
vocal selectionentitled "Star of DescendPsychologistwill bo at Lyceum Opera the attendance and matters discussed.
House and give two of his amusing mesOn Wednesday afternoon the arrivals ing Night,” which was heartily spplaudmeric entertainments.The simple men- at this city of gentlemen lor the purpose ed. Mr. Joseph Lannin, of South Haven,
tion of the name of Prof. Townsend will of attending these meetings were : Judge than read an address on "Are cold Waves
be sufficient to remind many of our peo- J. G. Ra^sdell,of TraverseCity, Messrs. more frequent and severe than formerly f
ple of the amusing scenes and hearty Geo. La Fleur and W. B. Andrews, of and why?” Mr. Lannin stated that he was
laughter at his entertainmeutslast year. Allegan, Walter Phillips, A. 8. Kedzie, not a scientist and laid no claims io
He is expectedto arrive here on Wednes- E. W. Branch and E. D. Andrews, Grand being one. He dealt with the subject
day.
Haven, Senator C. .1. Monroe and Messrs. in a good practical manner. The
Joseph Lannin, Norman Phillips, of address was followed by a piece of
Monday afternoon next the masonic
South Haven, Senator H. G. Sherwood, music by the baud, and the question
fraternity expect to dedicate their new
Watervliet, Levi Loomis, Wm. Conner, was thou discussed for some time by
hall in Post’s building on the corner of
Ganges, C. L. Bissell, Grand Rapids, J. Profs. Scott and Kollen and Senator
River und Tenth streets. The dedication
8. Hopkins, Benton Harbor, and oth- Sherwood. After which the meeting

Last Saturday evening the friends and
it. B., Physicianand Surgeon
found in his office in First Ward Drug Store,
on Eighth street.

to

hibits of fruits displayed. The exercises

THE FBUIT GEOWEBS.

It

and who had a curiosity

preacher says a good

thing the people wonder where he stole

Fhyilolsai.

'DEBT,

of Grand Rapids.

at

V"

I

of way through Indian Territory to the Fort Soott and Kansas, Fort
Worth and Denver, Kansas and Arkansas
Valley, and Kansas City, Fort Scott and
Gulf Railroad Companies.... The House
adopted a resolution empowering the Postoffice Committee “to ascertain whether additional legislation is necessary to prevent
the monopoly of telegraphic facilities, and
to secure to the Southern, Western and Pacific States the benefits of competition between telegraph companies,and to protect
the people of the United States against unreasonaulti charges for telegraphicservices.”

ADDITIONAL NEWS.

cause of his marital misery. Keith was right
sixty-five years old.

A

TWELFTH son of Carl

Detloff,chris-

tened Grover Cleveland Detloff by permission of the President, was baptized at the

HOLLAND CITT. MICHIGAN.

German Lutheran Church at Detroit Congiossmon Maybuxy acted as sponsor for
the President, and when the question was
asked, “Do you, Grover Cleveland,renounce the devil and all his works?” Congressman Maybury responded “Yah” with
the other sponsors, in decidedly poor GerEAST.
man. The child, after this ceremony, 'be»an to cry, and Maybury decided to leave the
Frederick White, a Wall street hankiissing of it to the Presidenthimself ____
er, died in his carriage on Staten Island, as Commentingon the recent decision of the
he was starling for his office. . .The second Indiana Nupreme Court, in upholdingthe
Tolnmo of James G. Blaine's book has legislature’s right to control telephone rates,
been issued. T It begins with the ad- Mr. Edisou says if the law is to prevail
ministrationat Andrew Johnson, and universally, the Patent Office might us well
deals with that period in a particu- be closed,' for capitalistswill not take up
larly dear and interestingmanner. nventions.He believes that the doctrine
Hr. Blaine's treatment of this subject is a is fatal to progress, and thinks the United
qualified defense of Johnson and a denial States Supreme Court will declarethe Indiof the justice of the impeachment proceed- ana statute to be unconstitutional____
ings.... Samuel Brigham, cashier of the A schedule of the defunct Ritzinger
Wyndham National Bank of Norwich, Bank, Indianapolis, shows: Assets,
Conn., has been held in $15,000 bail on $20.7,827.74;liailities, $455,868.53. There
charges of abstractinga $5,000 note from were 1,400 depositors, and the assignee
the bank, of misappropriating bank money, says he thinks he can pay 45 cents
and of embezzlement. . .James K. Winters on the dollar. The live stock on
killed himself at Reading, Pa., by fasten- Ritzinger’sfarm will be sold March 10
ing a rubber hose to a gas-burner, placing Weibern Wartena, a Hollander, was hanged
the other end in his mouth, and turning on at Rensselaer, Ind., for the murder of a
neighbor named Dregher in 1884. Warthe gas.

THE NEWS CONDENSED.
THE

The

—

.

special election in the Fifth Wis-

A Washington special says: “The Senators who attended the Michigan Club
banquet in Detroit called upon Senator
Jones, of Florida, who has been absent
during the present session, and invited
him to return to Washington with them.
He replied that he was not yet ready to
return, and did not see why he should
hurry back. He bad devoted himself as-

brought over. Mr. Florence is
probably the mort versantic artist now 5n
the stage; equally at home in high or low
comedy, an Irish brogue, a French or German dialect fits his tongue as well as his
native vernacular.In English dialect parts
he has also been successful.
The Rev. Sam Jones, the evangelist,
was

siduously to his senatorialduties for ten
years, aud could not understand why ho
should not now spend some time in relaxation and recreation without criticism.
Senator Edmunds once went away with his
family, Don Cameron went to Europe, aud
Sharon was rarely ever in the Senate, yet
nobody criticised them. Senator Jones admitted that he had received Florida papers
condemning him for his absence, but he
thought the criticismswere unjust. Mr.
Jones is a poor man. The woman with
whom he is said to bo infatuated is enormously wealthy. Mr. Jones' colleagues
say that he is not losing his mind, as has
been reported,but that there is method in

The

issue of standard silver dollarsfrom

the mints

for the

week ended Feb. 27 was

305,060. The issue during

the correspond-

Court of Ohio upholds the

Is Being

Done by the Na-

tional Legislature.
A bill appropriating
1250,000for the reliof ot
settlersin Nebraska and Kansas who have

boeu

deprived of their lands by a prior grant to the

Northern Kansas Railroad,
allowing

army

one or morp

to

and

a

b

11

officers of

accept temporary service un-

der the Core an Oovemm-int, with compensation

therefor,passed the Senate Feb.

2L

Tna

Comptrollerof the Correnoy, their names, capital stock, and location, provided the location
shall
man not be
uu changed
cnangou 'to
to another
anotnor State
Biato nor to
i place more than thirty miles distant from the
>riginal . location.The bill gave riss to con_____ Senator
___
ilderablo debate, during which
BeoX

siderable

.

(Ky.) insisted that the control of the
matter should be given to the Secretary of tho
Troosurv. instead of the Comptrollerof the Currency. He charged past Comptrollerswith having s night to drive out of business every hank
that was not a national bank. They hvl always
done the work of the national banks, and when
they resigned they wont into those banka.
One of them had no sooner left thu

Government service than he became
President of a national bank, and an-

other became Vice President of a national bank.
The House passed the half-gallon tax bill without a division.Mr. Butt3rworth(Ohio) ollorod a
substitute in the shape of a bill amendingtho
Carlislebill by requiring the minimum capacity
of tho packages into which spirits may
drawn to be thirty gallon i instjad
of ten, but the substitutewas rejected.

ing period of last year was 186,497. The bo
shipments of fractionalsilver coin during
The House passod also the bill t> quiet
the month of February amounted to $230,- the title of settlers on the Des Moines River
089 ..... The United States Supreme Court lands in Iowa, and tho bill annexing a portion
has sustainedthe decision of the lower of Idaho to the Territory of Washington.The
Committee on Public Lands reported favor ibly
courts in favor of the defendant in the case
the bill forfoitir
. thorn
"
log certain grants to the Bm
of the State of Tennesseeagainst the PullPacific Railroad Company. Mr. Murphy,
man Car Company, brought to recover taxes of Iowa, called up the Hennepin Canal
on the cars of the company passing through bill and made a speech In its support. By moans of tho proposed caual, he
the State.
said, tho wheat of six Western Status could bo
The Canadian Pacific Railroad depot at transportedto the seaboard at a saving of six
cents a bushel. If the canal were built tho peoWinnipeg,Manitoba,was destroyed by fire, ple of the Northwest would save enough In ouo

......

entailinga loss of $200,000, with insurance

The Supreme

first

What

and controling60 per cent, of the mills of
the entire country. It is said the syndicate
is besieged by applicationsfor admission of
mills not yet in the pool ____ Explorera in
Nebraska found within three miles of Chadron an ancient stone wall extendingfor
seven miles. It is over a foot in thickness, from three to four feet high, and
laid in cement with great regularity....
The bursting of a boiler resultedin the explosion of 12,000 pounds of powder in the
Miami Powder Company's works near
Xenia, Ohio, killing three men and blowing
the dry house aud its machineryto pieces.
____ The Illinois Central Road, in its report
for 1885, shows an increase of $464,485 in
the earnings of the Illinois and Southern
lines, and a decrease of $34,054 in the Iowa
leased tracks. The gross earnings per mile
were $6,108.90 ____ A masked moo expelled
the Chinese working at East Portland and
Albina, Oregon, displayingrevolvers to
menace the Chinese, who were driven to a
ferryboatand then carriedto Portland.

successor to the late Representative Rankin
resulted in favor of Thomas R. Hudd, the
Democratic nominee.

Signal Officer,

agreed that he should receive70 per cent, of
the profitsof the work, $1,000 being paid
in advance. An edition of 325,000 of the
first volume has been printed,and less than
12,000 copies remain on hand, while forty
presses are banging away turning out a
complete book at every revolution of their
cylinders. Last week Mrs. Gr^nt received

a cotton-seed oil pool or corporation
having a capital of $20,000,000, to be
known as the Cotton Oil Trust Company,

consin Congressional District to choose a

tena confessed his crime soou after his arrest, but upon the scaffold declared his inhas sued George Jones, the proprietor of nocence. .. .T. C. Dutro, a St. Louis capthe New York Times, to recover $100,000 italist, whiio examining the Col. Sellers
damages for alleged libel, it being charged mine at Leadville,fell into an eight-foot
that the newspaper published libelous slope and suffered injuries which resulted
statements concerningthe plaintiff’schar- in his death.
acter as a signal -service officer, and' also
That fine actor, Mr. W. J. Florence, apconcerninghis connection with the recent pears this week at McVicker’s Theater, Chiarctic expedition.
cago, as Bob Brierly in the “Ticket-ofOne year ago, says a New York dispatch Leave Man.” Mr. Florence was the original
Gen. Grant signed a contract for the pub- of this characterin this country, and played
his madness.”
lication of his memoirs, by which it was it for nearly six months in the East when it

General Hazen, Chief

CONGRESS.

Lewis, of Cincinnati, has organ-

ized

POLITICAL.

.

•

J. V.

of but $40,000.

Governor in removing the Police Commis-

year to build the oanal two or three times over,
'life United States hod formidable competitors
in the Liverpool market,and if the ratos of
'transportationwere not reduced it would soon
find itself without that market

President Cleveland tout to tho Senate,
The bill grantinglands in severalty to certain
special message declining
has power to fill the vacancies ____ The Sen- to furnish unofficial documents relating to Indians passed tho Senate Feb. !13. Mr. Edate Judiciary Committee at Washingtonhas suspension# from office, and claimingthe
munds introduced the bill reported last year
decided to report adversely on the nomina- right to destroy thorn. Winn the message from tho Foreign Affairs Committeeproviding
tion of Zachariah Montgomery, of Califor- liud been read Mr. Fd:mind-i said it reminded him of tho communication of King for the inspection of meats for exportation, pronia, as Assistant District Attorney General
Charles I. to tho Parliament. Ho uho raid thit hibiting the importationof adulteratedarticles
a check for $200,000 on account. The preached three times, in Chicago, last Sun- for the Interior Department. The senti- tho President, unintent oimlly, no doubt, had en- of food and drink, aud authorizing tho President
publisher expects to give Mrs. Grant a check day. Fifteen thousand people heard him ments entertainedby the nominee with re- tirely mi.sstat.d the question imoived between
to prohibit by proclamation in his discretion
for a similai amount before July 1, and is during the day, and he seemed to hold the spect to the public-schoolsystem, which himselt and tho Senate. It was ordered
printed. Tho Senate, in execnti\e sere on, re- products of countriesunjustly discriminating
were publicly expressed in a pamphlet is- jected tho nominationscf Menrs. Pillsburyand
confident Mrs. Grant will receive in all audiences spellbound.
against American products. Mr. Frye, from tho
sued by him several years ago, form the ('huso to be Collectors of InternalRevenue at
$500,000 from the book.
Committee on Commerce, reported favorably

THE SOUTH.

THE WEST.

sioners

of Cincinnati.The Mayor

alone

on March 1, a

Poston, Mas;., and Portland,Me., respectively.
The nominationof John H. Shaffer to be Post-

grounds for objection.

master at Kankakee was confirmed. The nomJudge Jackson, of the Federal Court
i’lfttion of SurveyorGeneral Dement, of Utah,
George Q. Cannon, of Salt Lake,
was rej>ortedadversely. In the House
at Charleston, West Virginia,in sentencing
Work has been commenced on the Ca- i f Representativesa member from South
makes haste to repudiate all connection
George J. Williams for pension frauds, emCarolina Introduced
bill for tiro diswith the assault recently made by his sons bodied an order for his perpetualbanish- nadian Pacific, Railway bridge across the tribution of tho surplus moneys in tho
J'roasi
rv.
during
tho
next
four
years, among tho
and nephews upon District Attorney Dixon. ment from the State, to take effect sixty St. Lawrence at Lachine Rapids. It is t
respective S-utes in proportion to their represen....The Probate Court at Cincinnati has days after his release from jail.... The be 3,550 feet in length, of steel imported tiuon in tne Senate anti House. Mr. Hrumm
removed Martin Brockman and Fred Her- Houston Savings Bank, of Houston,Texas, from Scotland, and will next year bo i
asked unanimous c msent of the House to have
rriiito 1 in the Itccord a memorialsigned by J.
mann from directorships in ihe City In- has closed its doors, and D. F. Smith has readiness for trains.
P. Brigham and others, asking for the impeachfirmary. They last week sent in their resig- been appointed receiver. The total amount
Ex-Senator William H. Barnum hi
ment of Daniel Manning, Secretary of the
nations and fled to Canada and Cuba ____ of money deposited with the bank is $250,retired from the position of general man- Treasury, for high crimes and misdemeanors in
the execution of tho silver law. Mr. Beach obFrank Smith, a desperadoconfined in the 000. Its failure is due to the heavy run
j. cted.
penitentiary of Minnesota, was killed in upon it at the time when the Houston City ager of the Iron Cliff Mining Co., and :*
self-defense by Deputy Warden Reed
B;ink failed recently.The bank had a paid- succeeded by John Abeel, of New York
Reports have reached Canada that si
The chaperon system is getting a
Officials of the Wisconsin Central Road up capital of $100,000.
claim that by April they will have their
The Missouri and Arkansas division of mounted policemen were killed by Indians foothold in the li^rge American cities.
near Regina, and that the police at Edmon
track laid to the suburbs of Chicago
In Paris this plan is used to the excluthe Texas and St. Louis Railroad has been
Chicago elevatorscontain 14,356,669bushton and Saskatchewanbid defianceto thei
sion of all others; bnt in America it
els of wheat, 2,734,529 bushels of corn, sold to representativesof the bondholders officers.
was almost unknown down to a quite
379,979 bushels of oats, 279,302 bushels of for $7,401,000 ____ The LouisianaBoard of
It is not true that the Chinese Consul recent date. A lady writer contends
rye, and 144,241 bushels of barley; total, Pardons has refused to yield to the petition
General has advised Chinamen to qu:
that the chaperon is becoming a neces17,914,720bushels of nil kinds of grain, of 26,786 citizens to release Ford and Mursity in the larger cities on account of
phy, the murderers of Captain Murphy. America and return home. The report orig
against 17,668,694 bushels a year ago.
inated from arrangementsbeing mode wit
the exclusion of so many young men
At Niantic, 111., Joseph Phillips,aged The Governor fixed March 12 as the date
steamship companies to carry back poor from society through inability to meet
for their execution.
70, of Illiopolis, attempted to elope with
sick, and unemployed Chinese at half ratei
the necessary expenditure of a society
____ The Circuit Court at Columbus, Ohic
Flora Chambers, 15 years old, but the uncle
man. The larger the city the greater
affirmedthe judgment in the Dalton con
of the girl interferedwith their nlans. Philbecomes the necessary expense. This
Senator Van Wyck has introduced iu the tempt case, and the matter was at once relips was locked up.
. At Milwaukee, Asstate of affairsputs the society ladies in
ferred
to
the
Supreme
Court
of
the
State
sistant Cashier Abbott Lawrence, of the Senate a bill authorizing the use of the
an uncomfortable majority over the soNational Exchange Bonk, was shot and proceedsof the sinking fund created by for final settlement.
dangerously wounded by George A. Word- the Thurman act in the construction of
The RochesterAmerican Rural Home ciety men, and recruits tho ranks of
to an alarming extent
ner, until recently city bookkeeperin the branch railroadand telegraph lines. It cre- has received crop reports from over five “wall-flowers”
So the chaperon becomes a beneficent
same bank. Wardner gave himself np, and ates a board to consist of the Secretary of
thousand correspondents,and, reviewing
appears to be unconcernedas to the results. the Treasury, the Secretary of the Interior,
institution,and young ladies will enjoy
the situation, says: “Owing to strong
. .Father Betts, the St. Louis champion
and the Presidents of the Union Pacific foreign competition and the decrease of ex- a greater independenceof movement
of the deadand disgraced Jordine.has been and Kansas Pacific Railroads,which
ports, farmers who have been growing than ever before.
asked by the vestrymen of TrinityChurch to shall convert into money the securities now
withdraw his resignation. He is assured of on deposit in the Treasury as a sinking spring wheat largely ought to consider very carefully tho amount ol
Richard Winehall, of South Egretheir entire allegianceand that of the whole fund to pay the matured indebtedness of
wheat they put out. The winter- mont, Mass., recently, sold his wife for
congregation, and is strongly urged to re- these companies,and to use the same to
main with them and carry out his work in construct branch railroad and telegraph wheat outlook is uncertain, alternate three dollars.There appears to be a very
freezing, covering, and uncovering being
gratifyingboom in the wife market. Only
the parish. . .Swedish railway laborers at- lines to connect with the lines of said comlikely to injure the crop. Tho Pacifit
recentlya man sold his wife for five cents,
tacked the cooks and waiters in a boarding- panies. It provides in detail for the mancoast reports are favorable, The winter and this sudden advance in price to three
house near Centralia,Iowa, wounding some ner of construction,the rates to be charged,
— jOf-tbem with knives. Another party at- and for other matters connected with the wheat crop coming out from under iti dollars shows that there is at least one inblanket of snow is generally reported to be dustry that is not languishing.
I tempted to “clean out” a saloon,but were
construction and operation of such roads ji fair condition; but at the same time i
“Tj scared off by the bar-keeper, who shot one and lines.
will be subjected to the freezing and thaw-
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.George

colored railway porter, 9f Independence, Mo., who had written love
letters to a white girl of thirteen, was taken
by the girl’s father and a number of others
to a bam, strung to a beam, and scourged
with a cowhide. . .Thomas A. Edison, the
electrician,and Miss Mina, daughter of
President Lewis Miller, of the Chautauqua
Smith,

Secretary Manning has written a letter to Chairman Morrison, of the Ways
and Means Committee, in which he esti-

ing weather which is dne at this season o!
the year. Very littlegrain is moving, am.
there is no prospect of any large increase.’

The AmalgamatedAssociation of Iron
mates that Mr. Morrison’s tariff bill will
reduce the public revenue about $12,000,- and Steel Workers proposes to establisha
000. The clauses of the bill limiting the .tittsburgan extensive depot or store from
maximum of duties to certain ad valorem
rates will give rise to controversies which supplies of provisions, clothing,toSunday School Assembly,were married at over values which will have to be ap- bacco, etc., will be distributedto subordinate shops throughout the country, eithe:
the residenceof the bride’s parents at Akron, proximately ascertainedby customs officers,
at minimum wholesale prices or on comOhio.... A gun which is being tested at and he advises that the decisions of
Kalamazoo is said to have sent a huge steel officers in such cases be made final. The mission, to be resold at cheap rates foi
the benefit of organized labor — N. C.
ball through fourteen thicknessesof boiler Secretary calls attention to tho necessity
plate. Its inventor claims that he can pro- of making definite classifications, so as to Ford & Co., distillersand general merchant!
.

avoid troublesomelitigation.* Provisions
On a ranch near Deming, New Mexico, fixing the rate of duty according to the component material of chief value leads to litiGeneral Crook and the Apache Chief
gation,he says, because of the uncertainty
Geronimo held a conference, in which the of the meaning of that term when applied
latter asked leave to return to his reserva- to a manufactured article. Attention is
tion. Crook demanded an unconditional also called to the uncertainty of the term
surrender, but the Indian leader rode away “broken or granulatedrice,” and a suggeswith a white flag flying. . .Three ranches at tion is made that a maximum size be stated,
Wheatland, Cali, were visited by masked so as to avoid controversy. It is understood
men, who drove out the Chinese, marched that the Secretaryof tho Treasury will
them to Wheatland,and then set them at recommend that Congress provide specific
pel a ball fifteen miles.

.

my
|§y

at Simcoe, Ont., have failed for $100,060.

FOREIGN.
The appointmentof Mr. John Morley ns
Chief Secretary for Ireland ia received
with moderate friendlinessbv the papers of
the Green Isle. In the event of Morley’s
defeat for re-election at Newcastle, Mr. Parnell offers to find him a constituency in
Ireland.

—

Lirfra

recommends an

approAn officerof the French army, named
commission to in- Poierier, went into tho Chamber of Depuvestigate the plague, the enactmentof laws
ties, fired a revolver twice, and threw a letgoverning the transportation of cattle, and
ter toward M. Clemenceau offering to give
the enforcementof quarantine.
to the Government the names of the beCongressman Lawler has a bill to
trayersof Metz. Poierier claimed to have
present to Congress providing for the clos- been refused justice by his superiors....
ing of the Chicago River, between the The Associa
iSflociated British Chamber of Comlake and Twelfth street, . .A ship oanal is merce sitting at London have adopted
proposed from the river at Sixteenth street unanimouslythe resolutionrecently offered
to the lake. The House OommlUoe on to the effect that the grant of home rale tr
Indian Affairs has agreed on bQls granting Ireland would prove diwurtrouB to trade.

to the other, and
priation
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NEW YORK.
Beeves ..........................
$4-50 (3 6.00
Hoos .......................... 4.25 & 4.75
Wheat— No. 1 White ............. 90 & .98
No. 2 Rod ................ 93 •& .93^
Corn— No. 2 ....................... 52 ($ .53
Oath- White ...................... 40 & .46
Pouk— Moss .....................10.25 (dil0.75

CHICAGO.
Beeves— Choice to Prime Steers.5.75 (31 6.25
Good Skipping ........ 4.50 0 5.00

Common

...............

Hoos— Shipping Grades .......... 4.00
Flour— Extra Spring ............ 4.75

0
0
0

4.00

4.50
5.25

Choice Winter ........... 4.5J 0 5.00
.82
Wheat— No. 2 Spring ............ .81
.38
Corn— No. ...................... .36
.31
(mth— No. 2 ...................... .30
.09
Rye— No. 2 ....................... .59
.66
Barley— No. 2 ................... .6-1
.'28
.30
Butter— Choice Creamery ......
.22
Fine Dairy ............. .18
Cueesk— Full Cream, now ......
.11)60
.07
Skimmed Flats ........ .06
.18
FiOos— Fresh ..................... .17
.58
Potatoes— Choice, per bu ....... .55
10.50 011.00
Pork— Moss ......................

'

MILWAUKEE.

0

TOLEDO.

0

.93
................... .92
.38 00.40
Corn— No. 2 .....................
*
Oath— No. 2 ...................... .32 0j J.3J
ST. LOUIS.
.92
Wheat— No. 2 Rod .............. .91
.33
Corn— Mixed ..................... .85
.33
.29
Oats— Mixed .....................
10.75 011.25
Pork— Now Moss .................

Wheat—

No.

2

0
0
0

CINCINNATI

0
0
0

Wheat—

.95
No. 2 Rod ............... .94
.39
Corn— No. 8 ......................
* v.38
,38
Oats— No. 2 ...................... .32
11.00 011.25
Pork— Moss ......................
Live Hoos ...................... 4.25 0 4.75

DETROIT.
....................4.50 0 >.60
8.50 0 4.50
SlIKKP ............................3.00 0 4.00
.91
Wheat-No. 1 White ............. .90
.39
Colts— No. 2 ...................... .38
.30
Oats — No. 2 ...................... .33

Beef Cattle

INDIANAPOLIS

scientific

Wheat-No.

Red .............. .91
Corn— Now ...................... .30
Oats— No. 2 ..................... .29
2

0
0
0
0
0
0

.02
.38
.31

EAST LIBERTY.
CATTLE-Best ....................5.00 <$ 5.50

Common ................8.50
Hogs ................
4.50
Bleep ............................3.00

BUFFALO.

.

0
0
0

4.2o
6.00
3.75

0

Wheat—

No. 1 Hard. ..............
98
.90
Co’rn— Yellow .................... .42*0

Cattle .................

ChincsebllLThe Blair educationalbill was
debated, after which the Senate adjourned.The
House had a lively session.Mr. Morrison, from
the Committee on Rules, reported a resolution
that a select committee of nine members be appointed to inquire into the Fan-Electrictele-

phone matter and report whether any officerof
tho Government has been improperlyinfluenced.
Mr. Gibson, of West Virginia, bitterly criticised
Mr. Pulitzer, whom he accused of shrinkingbe- .
hind tho columns of his newspaperto attack
men instead of attackingthem on tho floor of

tho House. Mr. Morrison Haid: “As a
friend of the officer supposed to be
most affected(if anybody is to bo
affectedby this investigation),having unlimited
confidencein his honor and in his penonal and
official integrity,I want this resolution to pass
nnd I wont this investigation to go on." Mr.
Rogers, of Arkansas, welcomed the resolution
and hoped tho Investigation would be mode
thorougii nnd searebing. Mr. Brockeuridgo,of
Arkansas, said he was proud to call the
Attorney General his personal friend. Ho
defended his course, declaring that his
sffirta wore perfectly clear of any wrong-doiuff,
and hoped the whole case would bo investigated. Tho resolution was adopted withoutdivision. Mr. Bumes, of Missouri, from tho Committee on Appropriations,
report d tho immediate

Representative Wolford, of Kentucky,whe
was a Colonel in tho Union army, mode a speech
In tho House on tho 27th ult, giving credit to the
Southern members for voting for all tho pensions asked. He then gave notice that he would
Introduce a bill to give to every Confederate
soldierin need of it an artificial leg or arm. Mr.
Weaver, of Nebraska,disoussod the silverquestion, and predicted that the effort of the
money oligarchy, assisted by tho Executive officers of tho nation, to double tho people’s burdens and cripple the business of tho countryby
the suspensionof tho silver coinage, would prove
unsuccessful,now the attoniion of the people
was attracted to tho subject. He favored unlimited coinage, and assti-t*!that if tho whole
yield
iold of the
tho mln-s
mm s was cornea
coined annuanv
annually n
it wouia
would
bo twenty years before tipper capita circulation
of the United States woiXa bo equal to that of
Franco, and this calculation, ho said, had been
made without taking into account any increase
in tho populationof the country. Mr. Candler,
of Georgia, submitted an argument against tho
suspension of sliver coinage,and contended
that there wns no sound basis for the prcdietlon
made by tho “goldbugs" that the continued
coinage of silver would have tho effect of drhr*
Ing gold out of tho country, Mr. Clements,of
Georgia, thought that the true test of the
value of silver was not the gold standard
as established in countrieswhere tho value of
gold had been enhanced by the demonetization
of silver, but the purchasingcapocity of silver.
Tested by ite purchasing capacity,stiver was
now worth as much as it ever had been, and
there was no ground for the assertionthat the
standard dollar was a dishonestdollar.
Mr. Jones, of Texas, advocated the free ootnage of silver,and earnestly opposed the proposition to suspend the operation of the Bland
act. Mr. Perkins, of Kansas, Opposed the susd denounced
dent
pension of silver coinage,and
the
demonetisationof silver In 1873 os the dishonoring of Amerioansilver, and as bringing tn Ite
train bnslness disasters, which had continued
until the passage of the Bland aot, in 1878.
There was no session of the S#nat\

0
0
0

1

Senator Mitchell, of Oregon, sroko in the
Senate, on tho 2Gth inst., in support Of his anti-

0
0
0
0

.82
................... .80
.39
Corn— No. 2 ...................... .36
.‘28
.30
Oats— No. 2 ......................
.00
.59
Rye— No. .......................
Pork— New Mess ............... 10.25 010.75
2

Kill,

deficiency bill, and it was referred to the committee of the whole. The House, at its evening
session,passed twenty-eight
pension bills.

0
0

Wheat— No.

known os Arthur
and to establish the some as a post-road.
This is the measure in which tho Baltimore &
Ohio is interestedin obtaining entrance into
New York City. Tho Bland educational bill
was debated. The House indulged In a warm
partisan debate over the pension appropriation bill. Mr. Townshend, of Illinois, said
that the bill appropriated £75,751,200, or
about $15,000,000more than was appropriated
last year— a fact duo to tho acceleratedwork
being done in the Pension Office. Mr.
Henderson of Iowa took issue with Mr. Townshend, declaring that the average appropriation for pensions in the last six years was
$77,449,000. He then began a long partisan
speech, in which ho criticisedthe letter of Commissioner Black on tho subject of
arrearages of pensions, which, he said, bad
been telegraphed all over the countrytwentyfour hours l>« fore It was sent to the AppropriaW.toJ lie in its
tions Committee, “with a £03,000,1)03
stomach.” Mr. Hendersondefended ex-Commissioner Dudley’s administrationof tho pension office, and in speaking of tiro chargesof
partisanshipMessrs. Warner, of Ohio, and
Randall,of Pennsylvania, replied briefly
to Mr. Henderson.’ The former renewed
the charges of partisanshipand neglect of duty to conduct politicalcam*
paigns made against ex-Commissioner Dudley.
Mr. Randall thoughtthat tho Southern members
had shown a wonderful, full-hearted disposition
to pension veterans and widows of vet* runs.
Mr. Browne, of Indiana, defended Mr. Dudley.
Tho postofflee aud military academy appropriation bills were rei
iportod to tho House. Ti
latter appropriates &!97,805, or $114,270 less than
the estimates. The Hennepin Caual bill was
np in thp House again. Messrs. Murphy, of
Iowa, and Rowell,of Illinois, made speeches in
its support
across the Staten Island Sound,

0

0
0
0

*2

The British minister at Athens has telliberty. At one ranch the Chinese quarters duties on silk.
egraphed to London that Greece will subwere fired and destroyed.
RepresentativeSanburn has reported mit to superiorforce and enter her protest
County Clerk Dalton was again ar- to tho House Committee on Agriculture that against the demands of the powers
rested at Cincinnati for failing to comply he finds on thorough examination a strong Prince Jerome Napoleon has published a
with a legislative order to take certainelec- analogy between cholera in the human race letter in which lie protests against the con
tion returns to Columbus. . Judge Robert- and the so-called Texas plague in cattle, in terniplated expulsion from France of proson granted his release, however, on a writ the manner of its mode of propagation and tenders to the throne.
of habeas corpus. Dalton was unable to spread among cattle, as well as very many
At Monte Carlo a young commercial
comply with the order, ns the Senate com- conditions and symptoms in common with
traveler who was on his bridal tour and had
mittee still holds the returns. .. .Presiding yellow fever. He minks that the disease,
Elder Lngg, of the Janesville(Wis.) Dis- like cholera, is spread by the excretions of stopped for a few days at Monaco, committrict, vouches for the cure by faith of two the infected catte, and considers a board ted suicide after ruining himself at the
men after fervent prayers in their behalf. fence separating well from diseasedor ex- gaming table.... The cable announces the
One, who was pronounced incurable,arose posed cattle a sufficientquarantine. Dr. death of the Rev. Hugh Stowell Brown,
from his bed and walked to church the fol- Swinburne of the committee expresses the the famous Baptist preacher of Liverpool,
lowing Sunday, and the other, a veteran opinion that the infected northernor west- who iu early life ran a locomotive on the
soldier, who had used crutches since* the ern cattle do not transmitthe disease one London ana Northwestern Road.
war, was enabled to dispense with their use.
. .,.The Attorney General of Minnesota has
filed in the Supreme Court a suit to forfeit
the charters of the Central and Southern
Minnesota, the Hastingsand Dakota, and
the Si.’ Paul and Sionx City Roads, on the
ground that they have executed none of
__ franchises,
but are kept in existence
;
to hold their land grants ____ Dr. Edward H.
Coates shot and Idlled Dr. A. B. Keith at
8L Louis. Both men were dentists. Coates
had unsuccessfully tried to get divorced
from his wife, and regarded Keith as the

THE MARKETS.

the bill authorizing the construction of a bridge

4.50

0

5.2>

THE TWO SAMS.

an

scribed. If is any degree the snggeationts
AFFAIRS.
worthy of considerationit Is to be hoped that
there may be a defense against unjust suspen— Frank Fnllor, of Corunna, has add
sion in the justice of the Executive.
Every pledge which I have made by which I
ais
news and stationroybusiness to Mr* 0
They Open Their Batteries Upon the
He Will Hot Furnish Certain Papers
have placed a limitation upon my exercise of
Executive power has been faithfully redeemed.
I. Billings.
Chicago Sinners— Sam Jones'
Regarding Suspensionsfrom
Of course the pretense is not put forth that no
mistakes have been committed ; but not a sus—A prominentSaginaw lumberman says
Opening Sermon.
Offlee.
pension has been made except it appearedto my
that
sixty days bonce a dry board would be
satisfaction that the public welfare would be
the majority of their associates; and I improved thereby. Mirny applicationsforsusM difficultto find as a snowball.
have been denied, and the adherence He Has a Big Audience, and Creates an
In a Message to the Senate He Main* recall a few suspensionswhich bear the ap- ponsion
proval of individual memben identified to the rule laid down to govern my action as to
—The barn of E. L. Cadwell, Lansing,
such
suspensions
has caused much Irritation
politicallywith the majority in the Senate.
tains His Bight to Withhold
Excellent Impression Among
and
residence of D. Mevis, adjoining, have
and
impatience
on
the
part
of
those
who
have
While, therefore, I am constrained to deny the
right of the Senate to the papers and documents insisted upon more changes in the offices.
pis Hearers.
Them.
been badly damaged by fire. Four horses
The pledges I have made were mode to the
described,so far as the right to the same is
were burned
_
based upon the claim .-that they are in any -view ]>eople,and to them I am responsiblefor the
manner in which they have been redeemed. I
The Preiidenfc tent to the Senate, on the 1st of of the subjectofflcidl,I am also led unequiv— Corunna Commandery, K. T^No.' 21,
Rev. 8am Jones, assistedby the Rev.
ocally to dispute the right of the Senate, by tho am not responsible to the Senate, and I am unMarch, a message statinghis position in relation aid of any documents whatever,or in any way willing to submit my actions and official conhas decided to attend the triennialconclave
8am
Small,
began
his
revival
work
in
Chiduct to them for judgment. There are no
to the suspensionsof offloials, and defendinghis save through the judicial process of trial on
grounds for on allegation that tho fear of being cago on Sunday, the 28th alt. He spoke to of the Grand Encampment of tho United
action in refusing to send to the Senate papers impeachment, to review or reverse the act of
the Executivein the suspensiondming the re- found false to my professions Influencesme in
on file in departments upon which it is assumed cess of the Senate of Federal officials.
declining to submit to the demands of the Sen- more than 15,000 people, delivering three States,to be held at St. Louis, Mo., Sept.
I believe the power to remove or suspend such ut j. I have not constantlyrefused to suspend
by the Senate that the suspensions of certain
discourses during tho day. The following 11 next.
officials, and thus incurred the displeasure of
officials are based. The message was read in officials is vesttd in the Presidentalone by the
—At a meeting of the Adrian College
is a report of his afternoonsermon, adthe open session of the Senate. It is as follows : Constitution, which in expressterm1 provides politicalfriends, and yet willfully broken faith
that “the executive power shall be vested in a with the people for tho sake of being false to
To the Senate of the United States :
faculty, Saturday morning, Miss Lettie A.
dressed
to
an
audience
of
6,000,
in
the
Ever since the beginning of the present ses- Presidentof the United States of America,"and them.
Neither the discontent of party friends nor tho Casino Skating Rink;
Heberling, of tho Wallace School, Stersion of the Senate the differentheads of the de- that “ho shall take care that the laws be faithpartments attached to the Executive branch of fully executed." The Senate belongs to the leg- allurementconstantlyoffered of confirmations
ling, 111., was elected Preceptress in the
Mr.
Jones
stood
for
a
moment
glancing
the Governmenthave been plied with various islativebranch of the Government When the of appointees conditioned upon the avowal that
requestsand demands from committees of the Constitution by express provision superodded to Buspensioushave been made on party grounds over the throng before him, and then place of Miss Dotson, resigned.
Senate, from members of such committees,and its legislativeduties the right to advise and con- alone, nor the threat proposedin the resolutions
—Wesley Smith, a well-knownconductor,
at last from the Senate itself,requiringthe sent to appointments to office, and to sit as a now before the Senate that no confirmations launched at once into his discourse.He
transmissionof reasonsfor the suspension of court of impeachmentit conferred upan that will bj made unless tho demands of that body said:
had a narrow escape from death. While
certainofficialsduring the recess of that body, body all the control and regulation of executive be complied with, is sufficientto discourage or
I want tegot as close to you all ns I can.
or for the papers touching the conduct of such action supposed to be nectssaryfor the safety deter me from following in the way which 1 am
eating ut tho Antrim depot hotel, a piece of
am a man just as you are. .1 havj as many inofficials, or for all papers and documents relat- of the people; and this express and special convinced leads to better government for tho
firmities,as many trials,as many cares, as you meat lodged in his throat. Dr. Abo
Gbovkh Clkvbland.
ing to euch suspensions, or for all documents and grant of such extraordinary powers,not in any
papers filed in such departments in relation to way related to or growing out of general Sena- ExecutiveMansion, Washington, D. C., March have. There may be many here who have weak Stephenson, who was near by, saved bin
conscienoes, andd we want to treat them tender1,
_
the management and oonduot of the offices torial duty, and in itself a departure from the
ly. I am alw ays for tho bottom dog lu ti e fight by vigorous measures.
held by such suspended officials.The different general plan of our Government, should be held,
THE MESSAGE IN THE SENATE.
ami when wo find a weak brotherwe want to dc
terrai from time to time adopted in making under a familiar maxim of construction, to exall we can to hold him up and xupjiort his
—Lee Corey, suicided at Putney’* Mill,
these requests and demands, the order in which clude every other right of interference with exEdmunds Likens It to One of King Charles hands.
they sneoeeded each other, and the fact that ecutive functious.
by hanging. Corey used a largo rope,,
In the first Congress which assembled after
I.— Referred to a Committee.
when made by the Senate the resolution for that
Mr. Jones then read bin text, it being St.
purpose was passed in executivesession, have the adoption of the Constitution,comprising
When the message had been rood in the Sen- Paul to the Galatians, vi., 9: “Let uh not fastened it to the hurnesa linos and secured
led to a presnmption,the correctness of which many who aided in its preparation, a legislative ate, Mr. Edmunds arose and said thst it rewas given to that instrument in minded him of the communications of King be weary in well doing, for in due season it to tho gable of the burn roof, then made a
will, I suppose, be candidlyadmitted, that from construction
first to last the information thus sought and the which the independenceof the Executive in tho
Charles I. to the British Parliament.The we Khali reap if we faint not.” He said the slip nooso in the rope, which ho placed
papers thus demandedwere for use by the Sen- matter of removals from office was fully su- Prt sident. he said, had, unintentionally,
no first duty of every Christian man was to
around his neck and jumped into tho hay
ate and its oanmitteei,in considering the pro- stained. I tuink it will be found that, in the doubt, entirely misstatedthe question involved
cmcify and ignore himself, and that if
subsequent discussions of this question, there
priety of the suspensionsreferred t).
between himself and the Senate. Continuing, there was anything that Christianitywould mow.
was
generally,
if
not
at
all
times,
a
proposition
Though those suspensionsare my executive
tho Senator said :
acts, based upon considerations addressedtome pending to in some way curtailthis power of the
not tolerate it was selfishness.“I am sorry,"
—A young man named Amasu Hubble
I think I am safe in saying that it is tho first
President
by
legislation,
which
furnishes
evialone, and for which I am wholly responsible, I
time in the history of the Republic that any said Mr. Jones, “for a man whose only stole a horse of Mrs. Ellen Culbertson, livhave cal no invitation from the Semite to state dence that to limit such power it was supposed President of the United States has undertaken
work is to look after 170 pounds of concenthe positibn which I have felt constrainedto as- to be necessaryto supplement the Constitution to interfere with the deliberations
of either
ing ono mile south of Saranac, aud was
sume in relation to the same, or to interpret for by such legislation.
House of Congress on questions pending hi fore trated selfishness. The grandest man iu
The first enactment of this description was them otherwisethan by messages on the statu Chicago to-day is the most unselfish man, tracked to Middlevilleby her sou and
myself my acts and motives in the premises. In
this condition of affairs I have forborne address- passed under a stress of partisanship and of the Union, which the Constitution commands
the one who cares the least for himself and Deputy Sheriff Dodge, of Suranao, and
ing the Senate upon tin subject lest I might bo political bltteHiess, which culminated in tho him to make from time to time. This message
accused of thrustingmyself unbidden upon the President'simpeachment. Tho law provided is devoted solely to a question for tho Senate the most for God and others.”
captured with the horse at the Dibble
that tho Federal officers to whom it applied itself, in regard to itself, that it has
Mr. Jones here made a digressionto tell
attention of that body.
House.
could
only
be
suspended
during
the
recess
of
the
But the report of the Committee on the Judiunder consideration. That is its singular- of “a little old roacher iu a little circuit in
ciary of the Senate, lately presented and pub- Senate whin shown by evidence satisfactory to ity. I think it will strike reflecting
Georgia,"
who,
no
thought,
was
the
grand—Tho Knights of Pythias had a splendid
lished, which censures the AltorheyGeneralof tho President to bo guilty of misconduct in people in tills country as somewhat exthe United States for his refusal to transmit offlee, or crime, or when incapableor traordinary,if, in these days of reform, est man he ever saw, because he did not ball and banquet at Hastings tho other
certainpapers relating to a suspension from disqualifiedto perform their duties, aud anything at all can be thought extraordinary.
care for himself any more than he did for
that, within twenty days after the next
night. At the close of the exhibitiondrill
offlee, and which also, if I conroctly interpret it,
The
Senate of the United States, in its com- a dog, and his sole object each day was to
evinces a misapprehensionof the position of the meeting of the Senate, it should be munications to the heads of departments— not
Sir Knight P. T. Colgrovc, on behalf of
try
to
do
something
for
others.
“If
you
Executiveupon such suspensions, will, I hope, tho duty of the President “to report his heads of departments, but the heads of demake it your object to look after everybody the Hastings Division, presented Comto the Senate such suspension, with tho evijustify this communication.
partments created by law— directed them to
The Presidentrefers to the resolution of the dence and reasons for his action in tho case." transmitcertain official pajiers,and that is all. else to keep them siraight you will find that
Senate calling for the Dustin papars and the re- This statute passed in 1807, when Congress The President of the United States undertakes you are keeping yourself straight,” said mander Ed Y. Hoglu with a magnificent
was overwhelmingly and bitterlyopposed,po- to charge the question into a considerationby
ply of the AttorneyGeneral thereto, and says :
sword, and, though a surprise,ho responded
Mr. Jones, and continued;
Upon this resolution and the answer thereto litically, to the President, may be regarded as the Senate of his reasons or motives for putting
on indication that even then it was thoughtnecfittingly.
There
isn't
much
difference
in
members
of
the issue is thus stated by the Committeeon
a civil officer, as it might be called, "under arrest"
essary by a Congress determinedupon the subjuthe Judiciary at the outset of the report
—with which the Senate has not undertaken in the church. There is BrotherA, who wears an
—Greenly Masonic Lodge, Adrian, foundgation of the eaecutive to tho legislativewill to
“The importantquestion, then, is whether it is
any way to make any question at all. By every outraged appearance, so to speak, regarding
furnish a law for that purpose, instead of atwithin the constitntioual competence of either
message he has sent to this body— and they are dances. He tells tho preacherhe must not allow ed many years ago by Grnod Master aud
honse of Congress to have access to the official tempting to reach the object intended by an in- all public— ho has asked the Senate to advise aud them, or he will leave the church, Yet this
papers and documentsin the various public vc cation of any protended constitutional right. consentto the removal of one officer and the ap- sanctimoniousold brother is loaning his ex-Gov. Wm. L. Greenly, has merged its
The law which thus found its way to our staofffees of the United States created by laws enpointment of another. That is what he has money at 30 per cent. Brother B has no identitywith Adrian Lodge, No. 10. The
tute-book was plain in its terms, and its intent
money to loan, but strike in a trade and he'll
acted by themselves."
done, and tho Senate in callingfor those papers—
needed no avowal. If valid aud now in operaI do not suppose that “tho public offices of the
to say nothing of wider considerations
about clean you up iu short order. Now don’t offend occasion was celebratedby a banquet. Reption it would justify tho present course of the
these brothers, for if you do they won't come
United States'are regulateder controlledin
any deficiencies in tho Department of Justice
Senate anil command the obedienceof the Exeba^k any more aud we'll miss so much— in a resentatives of lodges from Manchester,
their relations to either house of Congress by
is asked to remove these officers, without knowcutive to ils demands. It may, however, bore-j
horn. There is anotherbrother of whom I may Clinton, Tecnmsch, Blissfldld,Palmyra,
the fact that they were “created by laws enacted
ing the conditionof tho administration cf their
marked in passing that under this lawthoFresD
say you can take a demijohn ami tow him to
by themselves."’It must be that these instruoffices.
hell’ with it. Take your church members, put
Clayton, and Chelsea were present.*
mentationswere created for the benefit of the dent had the privilege of presenting to tho body
Mr. Edmunds moved that the President's mes'em in a bag. shake 'em up, and it is hind to tell
people and to answer the general purposes of which assumed to review his executiveacts his sage be referred to the Judicivy Committee.
—A German fanncroflllissflelUIs deeply
which will come out first. As long ns one sins as
govemmenUondertho Constitution and the laws, reasons therefor, instead of being excluded from
Mr. Hams, of Tennessee,remarked that, for
and that they are unincumberedby anv Men in explanationor judged by papers found in the reasons to which he could not then refer, he had we do we put up with him first-class, but when worried in consequenceof u note for $200
favor of either branch of Congress growing out department
no desire to discuss tho matter involved, and he goea and does something different we want
Two years after the law of 1867 was passed, moved that tho message be printed and laid on to jump on him right away. One of your minis- which ho gave for twenty bushels of Boheof their Constitotion. and unembarrassed by any
ters said to me only this afternoon : "You don't
obligation to the Senate as the price of their and within loss than five weeks after tho in- the table— the usual course, be said. After a
mian oats. “I no care so much about minecreation. The complaintof the committee that augurationof tho President in political accord little parrying between the two Senators the believe in this, you don't believe in that ; now,
access to officialpapers in the public offices is with both branches of Congress, the sections of motion of SenatorEdmunds was agreed to and how do you expect to ho saved?" I told him that self, but I feels sorry for do man vot buy*
denied tho Senate is met by tho statement that tho act regulating suspensionsfrom officedur- tho message was sent to tho JudiciaryCom- I expectedto bo saved as a penitent sinner, aud
that was tho only route I knew to the good my note, for they don’t cun gollcct someat no t me has it been tho disposition or tho in- ing the recess of the Senate wore entirely reworld.
tention of the Presidentor any department of pealed, and in their place were substitincs onf mo.” This is a rare caso of disthe executive branch of the Government to tuted provisionswhich, instead of limiting
SENATOR PUGH’S REPORT.
Mr. Jones thought it was no wonder that
interestedsorrow. Timo may perhaps astho
causes
of
suspension
to
misconduct,
withhold from the Senate official documents or
more souls were not converted in Chicago
ex- The Minority Report of the Judiciary Compapers filed in any of the public offices. crime, disability,or disqualification,
when the churches did not care for those suage it.
While it is by no means conceded that tho Sen- pressly permitted such suspension by the
mittee Replies to the Majority.
they already had.
ate has tho right in any case to review the act President "in his discretion," and completely
—Tho Common Council made a tender
Mr. Pugh, of Alabama, submitted to tho Senof tho Executive in removing or sus- abandoned tho requirement obliging him to reDon't vou know that God could convict every
pending
public officer uj>on official j>ort to the Senate “the evidence and reasons" ate, on tho 1st of March, the report of man in this city at four o'clock this afternoon? to tho Government of tho lower floor of the
documents or othorwiso, it is considered lor his actio*. With those modifications, aud the minority of the Judicial y Commit- Why doesn’t Hedoit? Why doesn't He strike ov- new City Hall, at the annual rent of $800;
that documents and papers
that with all brunches of the Government in political tee on the Senate papers relating to the
removal from office ot United States Disy, and in tho absence of partisan innature should, because they are official,
but an injunction issued by Commissioner
be freely transmitted to tho Senate upon centive to captious discusBion, the law, us it was trict Attorney Dustin of Alabama. It is who could so i to lead tho others homo. I know
George L. Bcuuett, upon tho prayer of
very
long,
aud
contains
no
resolutions.
It
says
loft
by
the
amendment
of
1809,
was
much
less
its demand, trusting the use of tho same
preachers wfio marry the living and bury tho
for proper and legitimate purposes to destructive of executive discretion ; and yet tho that when President Clevelandcame into office dead, and that is about ull they do out of the fifteen citizens,was served upon Mayor
the good faith of that body. And though no such great General and patriotic citizen who, on tho 95 per cent, of tho officeswere filled by Repub- pulpit
Kimball restrainingtho Council from fitting
paper or doemnent has been specifically de- 4th day of March, 1869, assumed the duties of licans. Notwithstanding the groat demand of
The evangelistsaid he never saw a church
manded in any of tho numerous requests and chief executive, and for whoso freer administra- his supporters for officesand the fact that good
tfp or leasing this city property for |K>stdemands made upon the departments,yet, as tion of his high offlee the most hateful restraints rjasons for the removal of Republicans were which had revivals at stated periods but
often as they wore found in tho public offices, of the law of 1867 were, on the 6th day of April. abundant, removals from offlee have been sparthat it was on the road to the burying- oflico purposes.
they have been furnishedin answer to such ap- 1869, removed, mindful of his obligation to de- ingly made.
ground.
On any of the railroads un enIn
the
case
of
Dustin
tho
report
savs
that
—Robert Berry's well at Corunna wa*
fend and protect every prerogative of his
plications.
The letter of tho Attorney General in response great trust, and apprehensive of tho injury Dustin has mode no complaint that hi was gine. after a trip, was taken into the rounddrugged
with paris green, and next mornwronged.
The
whole
point
at
issue
is
tho
threatened
tho
public
service
in
the
continued
to the resolutions of the Senate in the paitlcuhouse and rubbed and oiled, and the
larcase mentioned in tho committee's report ojierutionof these statutes,even in their modi- right to the possessionof a single document machineryand bolts tightened up. He had ing Mr. Berry’s entire family were taken
was written at my suggestion and by my direc- fication,in his first message to Congress advised relating exclusivelyto the removal of Dustion. There had been no official papers or docu- their rejwal aud set forth their unconstitutionaltin. The decision of the Prosklentthat this ridden ou un engine in Georgia and had re- ill shortly after partaking of tho water. A
mento filed in his department relating to tho character and hurtful tendency. I am unable document is not a public one must, tho marked to the engineer that it seemed kind number of other* who use tho water from
case within the period specified in the resolu- to state whether or not this recommendation for report says, bo accepted as conclusive.Tho
of rickety.The engineerreplied that the
tion. The letter was intended, by its descrip- a ropeol of these laws has been since repeated. minorityadmits that all public documents re- engine would have to bo sent into the shop, the Berry well were also taken sick. OlDcer*
lating
to
any
subject
over
which
Congress
l.ai
tion of tho papers and documentsremaining in If it has not. tho reason can probably be found
and that all engines were sent to the shop followed a clow, which led to the residence
___ of
__
__ department,
________ to convey
___
tho custody
the
tho . in the experiencewhich demonstrated the fact power are subject to call, but denies the right
idea that t^oy’werenoVofflcialiiuid
it was as- : that the necessities of the political situation to d maud documents relating exclusively t > reto be overhauledfrom head to foot when- of w neighbor with whom they had been nt
movals or suspensions. The only rightful cussamod that tho resolution called for informa- but rarely developedtheir vicious character.
ever they could not make schedule time. •words' points for some time, and they were
todian
of
such
papers
is
the
President,
And
so
it
happens
that
after
an
extension
of
tion, papers, and documents of tho same char
Tho minority expresses surpriseat tho ap- That was the way with some church mem- arrestedand taken to jail.
actor as were required bv the requests and de- nearly twenty years of almost innocuousdesuearance in tho majority report of the reso- bers. They went to church Sundays aud to
mands which precededit. Everything that had tude, those laws are broughtforth, apparently
ippointing prayer- meetings week-d iys, but finally they
ng to the preference
been writtenor done on behalf of the Senate the repealedas well as the unrepealed,ana put IS
—At the session of tho Grand Lodge of
from tho beginning jiointed to all letters and iu the way of an executive who is willing, if per- honorably discharged soldiers am(1 sailors. got so they could not make schedule time.
Odd Fellows, at Bay City, tho Grand Ma*.
papers of a private and unofficialnature as the mitted, to attempt an improvemout in the and asks by what authoritysuch a resolution
If God did overhaul them from head to
objects of search, if they were to be found iu methods of administration.Tho constitution- was reported, find what it has to do
foot the devil would overtake them while ter reported thirteen lodges instituted durthe departments,and provided they had been alittf of these -laws is by no means admitted. with tho Dustin case. The informaticsof tho
presentedto tho Executivewith a view to their But why should the provisions of the repealed minority is that Dustin never was a Union they were putting on their boots. Some of ing tho year and one reinstated.Two lodges
consideration uiku tho question of suspension law. which required specific cause for suspeu- soldier, but on the contrary was either the Methodist brethren he knew of could
at Grand Rapids wore consolidated. Lodge*
sion and a report to the Senate of “evidenceand a Confederatesoldier or sympathizer,and they
from offlee.
Againstthe transmissionof such papers and reasons." do now, in effect, applied to tho pres- believe tho intent of the resolution was to se- not make schedule time, but could Nos. 85 and 106 surrenderedtheir clmrtcni
only blow a whistle.He told of a little
documents I have interposed my advice and di- ent executive instead of the law, afterward cure i oliticai and partisan advantage. In conrection. This has not been done, as is suggested passed and unropealed,which distinctly per- clusion, tho report denies tho right of the Benate steamboat he had seen on a Georgia river during the year. The Grand Master renin tho committee'sreport, upon tho assumption mits “suspensionsby tho Piesidcnt"in his dis- to try tiio President for •an alleged violation
which had a whistle as big as those on dered thirteendecision on important qneson my part that tho Attorney General cr any cretion, and carefullyomits the requirement of his public pledges. It admits that the
double-deckers; aud whenever the whistle tious during the year. Three lodge* were
other head of a department “is the servant of that “evidenceand reasons for his action in the President did declare that ho would not
remove officials merely because they were blew the boat stooped, as there was not
the President, and is to give or withhold copies case" shall ho reported to the Senate?
The requests and demands which by tho score Republicans,but says he nt the same enough steam to blow it and propel thr burned out during the year. Three dispenof documents in his oflice according to
the will of tho Executive and not have for nearly three mouths been prt sented to time declared that he would decapitate boat. “The trouble with the large majority sations were granted. Thu Grand Lodgo
otherwise,"
because
regarded tho difleront departments of the Gove nment, officeholders who had been guilty of offensive
the papers and documents withheld and ad- whatever may bo their form, have but one com- partisanship.Tho President, it sais, declines of Christian people,” said Mr. Jones, ”is sustained two appeals againstlodgo decision*
dreisea to me or intended for my use and action plexion. They assume the right of the Senate to submit voluntarily to the decisions of a trib- that they not only can’t make schedule time, —one against Sprague Lodgo, No. 13, which
purely unoffloia! and private, not infrequently to sit in judgment upon the exerciseof my ex- unal having no jurisdiction over the question,
but that Ihe devil has side-trackedthem and
expelled Johnston I’arsooBfor Nlunder, and
confidential,and having referenceto the per- ecutive function, for which I am solely respon- tho sufflc.iencyof such cause for suspensions,
torn up the track at l>oth ends.” He went
formance of a duty exclusivelymine. I con- sible to tho people from whom I have so lately especially when his fear is that such conduct in
ou to say that they turned the new members the oilier against FairfieldIxidge, No. 209,
sider them in no proper sense as upon the files received the sacred trust of office. My oath to the officer might be regardedby the Republican
of tho depnriment,but as deposited there for support and defend tho Constitution; my duty majority as a reason for the retention of tho in- over to the pastor,but it was impossible for which expelled Robert JolinHton.The commy convenience,remaining still completelyun- to the neople who have chosen mo to exe- cumbent in office.
wrt-s or
of tneir
their great omcc,
offlee, ana
and nob
not to
w In relation to the reasons of tho President for one man to lake care of 500. “I have often mitlco appointed ou endowment or insurder my control.I suppose,If I desired to take cute tho> powers
removing officials the rojiort says that the douu- seen a poor, little, old preacher between the
ish
them,
and
my
duty
to
the
Chief
Mngthem into mv custody, I might do so with entire rolinquia
ments in nearly every caso contain only a par- shafts,with his tongue lollingout,” 'said ance repot led that the Grand Ixidgo had no
I must preserve unimpaired in all
v
propriety, arid if I saw ht to destroy them no istrocy, which
tiqt statementof
if tho
tin causes, facts, and reasons,
its
dignity
and
vigor,
compel
me
to
refuse
to
one could complain.
Mr. Jones, “and the whole congregation in authority- to adopt any Rulieum of Inimranca
The papers and d< oumenta that are now the comply with those demands. To the end that while in a large majority of the cases tho the wagon going to the charity ball, others
or endowment, and that the Sovereign
object! of the Senate's quest consist of letters the service may bo improved, the Senate is in- President relief on oral testimony, which
and representations addressedto the Executive vited to the fullest scrutiny of the persons sub- it would be impossible for him to re- to the base-ball,but ull driving the min- Grand Lodge steadilyrefused to permit it.
ister.” He hoped that the ministerswould
or intendedfor his insp )ction; they are volun- mitted to them for public offlee,in recogni- member or reproducein every cose, so as to put
tarily written and presented by private citizens tion of tho constitutional power of that body the Senate in poss -ssiou of all the facts which get some of their congregations hitched up Tho Commilleo on Appeal* reportedsix
governed
him
in
the
suspension,
oven
if
tho
who are not In the least instigated thereto by to advise and cons- nt to their appointment.
cases of appeal, all adversely to lodge*.
Senate had the authority under tho Constitu- some day. The preacher couldn’t do tho
I shall continue, as I have thus far done, to
any official invitation or at all subject to official
work;
he
must
have
help.
tion
or
laws
of
the
United
States
to
call
him
to
Grand Secretary E. II. WhiRiey submitted
control. While seme of them ore entitled to ex- furnish, at the requestof the confirming body,
Mr. Jones told of a drunkard who had his report; Number of members in Decemecutive consideration,many of them are so irrele- all the information I possess touchingtho fitness on account.
vant, or, in the light of other facta, so worth- of tho nominees placed b(f are them for their acbeen taken into the church, and some of the
less, that they have not been given tho least tion. loth when they are proposed to fill vacanmembers had expressedthe fear that he ber, 1881, 17,183; gained during tho your,
FOR LOYE OF ADVENTURE.
weight in determining the question to which cies and to take tho places of suspended officials.
would disgracethem. Temptationhad come 2,202; lost during the year, 2,017. Menvthey are supposed to relate.Are all these, sim- Upon a refusal to confirm I stall net assume tho
ply because they are preserved,to bo consid- right to ask tho reasons for the action of the Four Thousand Five Hundred Mile* in a
in his w.iy and he had yielded. Two of the bership iu Duccnibor, 1885, 17,123; number
ered official documents,and subject to the in- Senate, nor question its determination. I canCanoe.
bruthreu liud passed him as he lay iu the
of working lodges, 357; amount paid daring
spection of the Benate ? If not, who is to deU r- not think that anything more is required to
street and remarked that they knew that he
[New Orleansdispatch.]
mine which belong to this class? Arc the mo- secure worthy incumbents in public office than
the year1 for tho relief of the Kick and bnrial
would
bring
reproach
ou
the
church.
Contives and purpeses of the Senate, as they are a careful arid independent discharge of our
Two brothers, from Pittsfield, Mass.. W.
day by day de\ eloped, such as would be satis- respectiveduties within their well-defined
of the dead, $19,182.80.The Grand Sectinuing, Mr. Jones said;
fied with mv selection?Am I to submit to limits. Though the proprietyof suspensions E. and H. F. Hermance, aged respectively
That man lying saakca with rurn was a batter retary reported tho nnmber of member* in
mi^ht be
assured
action
theirs at the risk - f being charged with
— better
.... ........
- if
.. the ---- of the twenty-tbree and eighteen year*, arrived in man
than those who passed him by .Hud reviled
a suspension from offlee upon evidenceI Presidentwas subject to review by the Senate,
Rebecca degree lodges in December, 1885,
which was not even considered? Aro those ! yet if the Constituticn and tho laws have placed the city yesterday from Livingston, Mont., him. What wo need in this world is sympathy
between man ur.d man. May God help uh thv a* 2.790; additions during tho year, 388;
papers to be regarded official because they have ' tuis responsibility upon the executive branch of
having traveled the distance of 4.500 miles are strong to bear the infirmitiesof tho weak. :
not only been presented but preserved in the the Government it should not bo dividednor
losHtH during tho year, 120; net gain, 202;
in an open, light canoe, since July 4, 1885. want a gosjvjlfull of the milk of human kln.lpublic offices? The r nature and character re- the discretion which it involved relinquished.
neHS and of brotherlylove. Tear down tho
It has been clalmtd thst. tte piesent Execumain the same whether they are kept in the ExThe trip was made purely for love of ad- fences between tho di nominations and let tho number of lodgo*, 83; number not. reported,
ecutive Min don or deposited in the depart- tive having pledged, himself not to remo\ e of- venture. The hardships of the trip fore o Metl.o.listbrowse on tho toujh Presbyterian
29. Tho resolution to relievo tho lodge*
ments. There is no mysteriouspower of trans- ficials except for cacse, toe fact of their suspi ngniHH, and let tho Presbyterian feed on the
mutation in departmental custody, nor is there sion implies such misconduct on the art of a romantic color, but, beyond a Rule spell of tender Methodistgroan, and let all of the lambs which HiitTcreu because of tho Patriarchal
magic in the undefined and sacred solemnityof suspended official as injure s his characterand sickness, they have made the lorigjoyoge get down in the Baptists' pool.
Circle was referred to tho Committee on
department flies. If the presenooof these pa- reputation,rind therefore toe Benate sbould re- in safety, alihongh they had unwelcome
Mr. Jones told the story of a poor Legislation.A comm intention complainpers in the public offices is a stumbling Mock in view the case for bis vinaication.I have said adventures with Indians and blizzards.The
the way of the performanceof senatorial duty, that certain officials should not, in mv opinion,
voting man in Rome, Go., who, when dying,
be removed during the continuanceof the term Eda is fifteen feet long, thirty-fonrinches
it can be easUy removed.
had requestedthe minister,in preaching ing of the “soft snap” of the Representative*
The papers and documents which have been for which they were appointed solely for the beam, is made of yellow pine, and is prodescribed derive no official characterfrom any peri 040 of potting in their place those vided with dry storage compartments. his funeral sermon, to say to the members of the SovereignGrand Lodgo, and asking
constitutional, statute ry, or other requirennnt In p litical affiliation with the appointing
They are provided with a gun aud cooking of the church that in all the time he had a reduction of mileage and per diem, was
mairtwp them necessary to the performance of power; and this declara'imwas Immediately
been a member they had never said a kind
utensils,
and camped out every night.
referred lu tho Committee on Legislation.
followed
by
a
description
of
official
partisanthe officialdnty of the fiteoative.It will not
word to him. aud to urge them in future
ship
which
orght
nut
to
entiUe
those
in
whom
it
be denied, I suppose, that the President may
Tho Grand Treasurer’s report showed a
suspend a public officerin the entire absence was exhibited to (Oa|lderaMon. It is not apThe cable cars in Kansas City carry not to treat in that way other poor sonls
bal uice on bund of $111,145 .
cf any papers or doonments to aid his official parent how an adherenceto the coarse thus anlike
*v
judgment and discretion.And I am quite pro- nounced carries with it the consequences de- weather signals.

PRESIDENT CLEVELAND

pared to avow that the bases
not few in
which suspensionsfrom office have depended
more upon oral representationsmade to
me by oitlxena of known good repute, and by
members of tho House of Representativesand
Senators of tho United States, than upon any
letters and documents presented for my examination. I have not felt justified in suspecting
the voracity, integrity, and patriotismof Senators, or ignoring their representations,
because they were not in party affiliationwith
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all the encouragement possible. That addition to which the Company give as a
they will make mistakes is probable. It is Bonus, Free, one fully paid up share of
human to err. The greatestmistake slock of the value of $25.
would be to allow the cause of intemper- Those desiringto buy their Bonds outance to continueto be a foul stench in our right for cash can do so at 10 per cent dislaud, without any effort to do away with count Iu $100. $500 or $1000 Bonds and
it. When years have elapsed, who would receive one, five or ten shares of stock
not rather have history record that they Free. The Bonds aro secured by property

List of lettersremaining in the pngt.
had contended against so gicaDlic and deHolland, Mich., March 4th, 1886:
structive a monster,— the saloon?. . .It is
Charles Conrad and Conard Neiley.
intimated by a West Robinson, corresWm. Vbbbrek, P. M.
pondent of the Grand Haven Herald,- that
either the old county poor house is to he
repaired or a new one built, and that the
taxpayerwill be obliged to pay only 7 cts.
Lake Shore.
on $1000 more for a new one than for reA little over one year ago Miss Irena pairing the old one. In the same issue is
Retan, grandchild and adopted daughter a letter from Geo. D. Gillespie, chairman
of Mr. and Mrs. R. Lawrence, of this Board Corrections and Charities, who has
place, married a young man by the name of visited the present one a number ol times,
/ Haines, of bhlawasseo County. The testifyingto the effect that it is unfit for
happy couple returned there Immediately. use. Let us hear mores ... Announceoflice at

.

OUT AROUND.

OF A COLD AND PAIN
ON HER LUNG$. DR.

Proposals will be received
for transporting passengers

from Holland to Macatawa THOMAS* ECLECTRIC
Park during the season of OIL CURED HER IN 24

owned absolutelyby the Company, estimated to be worth $3,000,000.anu this
money received from sale of Bonds will 1886 at tbe office of Secretary
he invested in Cattle, the income from until March 15, 1886. Right
which it is estimated will yield 80 pet*
cent upon the stock after paying 6 per reserved to reject any or all
cent on the Bonds.
bids. Proposals must be acApplications aro being forwardedin
great numbers daily, ami ail those who companied by name of respondesire to subscribe should send at once for sible party as surety for perProspectusesand full informationto The
United States Land and InvestmentCom- formance of contract.
pany, 145 Broadway, New York.—
H. D. Post, Sec’y M. P. A.

Financier."

LAKE MAHOPAC, N. Y.
MY DAUGHTER WA8 VERY
BAD OFF ON ACCOUNT

MACATAWA PARK.

HOURS. ONE OF THE

BOYS WAS CURED OF A
SORE THROAT. THE MEDICINE HAS WORKED WONDERS

“ITS SPECIALTIES.”
DR. THOMAS’ ECt.EC-

TRIC OIL FOR COUGHS,
COLDS, CROUP, DIPH-

My

N. Y.
Holland, Mich., March 5, ’86.
ments
—
Sabbath
School.
11
39
a.
m.
On Ihe 19th Inst, the aged couple received
The first American iaacriptionupon the obelisk,
a telegram stating that their daughter was Preaching by Rev. Mr. Rlble, 7r30 p. m. now standing in Central Park, New York, will be:
dead. It was sad news to them as they Prayer meeting Thursday, 7:30 p. m.
»• Use Dr. Bali’s Cough Syrup. Price 35 cente."
March 2nd,
G. W.
had received a letter about two weeks before Irom the young couple stating that
-THAT AThese are Solid Facts.
Olive Center,
they were well. Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
The
best
blood
purifier
and
system
regulator
started for Shiawassee that same evening
The school closed in DistrictNo. 3 last
to attend the funeral. Deceased left a week Saturday. .. .J. W. Marshall, of ever placed within the reach of suffering hu- Dropped In the Post Office to Box 436
bring a mun to your nouse for your
baby boy about one week old.... Our Sand Lake, was visiting old friends in manity,truly is Electric Bitters. Inactivityof the
singing school term closed Tuesday even- Olive. ...The young people enjoyed a Liver, Billiousness,Jaundice, Constipation, Weak
ing last. We understandthat the scholars social dance at Mr. Bosch’s last Friday Kidneys,or any disease of the urinary organs, or
have advanced very rapidly under the night. The young people here are very whoever requires an appetizer, tonic or mild slimefficient tuition of Mr. Harrington
The fond of dancing and their parties are nlant, will always find Electric Bitters the best
which will be delivered when done.
school in district No. 8 closed the winter largely attended ...C. H. Pierce, the and only certain cure known. They act surely
term on Thursday of this week. We have head sawyer in the mill, met with a very and quickly, every bottle guaranteedto give en- All Work Guaranteed First- Claw
had an excellentteacher and a remark- bud accident last Monday. He was fas- tire satisfactionor money refunded. Sold at tifiy
or no Pay.
able good school this winter. We should tening a log on the carriage,— it was a cents a bottle by Ileber Walsh.
A. K. POTTER, Prop. »tar Laundry.
be pleased if the school board would en- very large log. One of the blocks gave
Holland, Mich., March
5 tf.
Ladles suffering with sick headache will find a
gage the same teacher for our summer way and falling he fracturedone of his
term.... I see that “Teacher”feels very ribs. It would have killed him if Mr. E. certain cure in West's Liver Pills. Sugar coated.
much out of sorts with “Benny” and the Lyon had not let the dogs down just as he 30 pills 25c. AH druggists.
spelling school business. Well, we did. Dr. Kremers, of Holland, attended
My son, if thine throat is sore or thou art afshould think that he would feel blue the him ____ Rev. Mr. Brockway, of Jobnsville,
way things have turned out. There was is holding meetings at this place. ...The flicted with a cough, use Dr. X. Stone’s Bronchial
a spellingmatch arranged at the Van Grangers at Ottawa have been holding in- Wafers. 25c.
Dyke school house on the Grand Haven teresting meetings for some time past ---Hall’s Vegetable Sicilian Hair Renewer heals
road. “Teacher” had two or three sleigh- Mr. J. Ovens is a member of three differ- every disease peculiar to the scalp, and keeps the
loads of young people come over from ent societies.He says it is nothing to
scalp cool and clean.
TIE ReprEseitaDyeMigai Newspaper.
south of Holland City. “ Manus” was ride the goat after you get used to it. G. B.
Always keep West’s Cough Syrup In the house
there also. 1 believe Harrington’s speller
Coopersville.—
North Ottawa for andden attacks of colds,asthma,and all throat
is in use there so they did not have to
The Best, Largest, Cheapest, and
Teachers’Associationmeets here Satur- and lung diseases.Best In use. All druggists.
take their book along this time. When
day
March
20.
A
very
interesting proMost Enterprising.
they began to spell they went down like
An Enterprising Firm.
the frost before the morning sunshine. gram has been arranged. .. .A dressed
“Teacher” and “ Manus with the rest, hog, weighing 573 pounds, was marketed
H. Walsh can always bo relied upon not only to
recently.... The realistic war drama,
A Paper For Every E»y in the Ye»r.
until Master Johnny Decker and the “hoy
carry in stuck the best of drugs, hut have secured
that bragged” were left standing— they “Blue and Gray,” was presented to resi- the ageicy for Dr. Pete’s 35 cent Cough Cure, PRICE: S7 00A YEAR, or 15 CENTS A WEEK.
dents under the auspices of the G. A. R.
both went down on the same word. In the
which thev warrant. It will cure all Throat. Lung,
second bout at spelling “Manus” and the Post this week. It netted the soldier and Chest diseases, and has the reputation of beboys a handsome thing.
“boy that bragged” floored all others and
ing the best Cough cure ever ditcoveredfor Conthe spelling school closed without either
Press
Grand Haven.— Postmaster Sanford
2-4t
spelling the other down. By the way, lost an infant child last week by death.
IW One Dollar Per Year
Mr. Editor, it looks as though “Teacher” The project of establishing a knitting
Card.
bad improved very much in spelling lactory is stirring the people. Hon. Li.
To all who are suffering from il.e errors
since the letter of two weeks ago.... Mr. Cutler, H. W. Buswell, and Mayor Levi ami imli'scrotions
of youth, nervom weak
Albert Hhngerfordarrived here on the Scofield were appointed at a recent meet- ness, enrlv decay, loss of manLnnd, &c., 1 SPLENDID PBEMIUMS POE CLUBS!
27t$ inst. from Dakota where he has re- ing of citizens to confer with the Ypsi- will semi n recipe that will eure you,
sided for the last two years
We see lanti company about locating here.
FREE OF CHARGE. This great remedy
Send for a Free Sample Copy and a
that Silas Horton is home again from
was discovrn-dby n missionarvin South
Kalamazoo County where he has been
America. S« tfl a self-addressed < nvelope Catalogue of our Special Combination and
working this winter. .. .Geo. Scott has Church Items with th? Services /or ] to the Rev .Iobrpu T. Inman, Sfatlon D, Premium Offers.
returned from his rambles; Uncle Mike
To-morrow.
I New York
26-ly
Addreee
went to see him and made a proposition
THE FREE PRESS CO.
First Reformed Church, services ut
to his folks about bis future. George is a
Eucklen'a Arnica Salve.
9:30 a. m., and 2 p. m. Sunday School
Detroit, Mich.
good hearted boy, but is an odd genius. 3:30. Weekly prayer meeting with the
The best salve in the world for Cuts,
....“Free Lance,” don’t you tackle Third Reformed Church, ou Thursday,
Bruises. Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever
Albert. He would crush you to a jelly.
at 7 :30.
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
I think you might let him alone this winHope Reformed Church— Services at Corns, and all skin eruptions, and positiveter. He works for his board,— does
ly cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
chores, etc. You could not expect 'Deal” 10:30 a. m., aud 7 :30 p. m. Sunday school
guaranteedto give perfect satisfaction,or
to do her chores,—especially In the win- at 12 m. Young People’s meeting at 6:30.
money refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
ter
Doc.
Rev. Thomas Walker Jones, Pastor.
a. larger and
For sale by H. Walsh, Holland,and A.
[We have another letter from “Sister Morning, Communion and Sacramental
De Kruif, Zeeland. Mich.
more complete stock of
Bellista” of the Lake Shore, which is Address. Subject: Eveuing, “Not turncrowded out; also one from “Jack Ran.w ing to the right or left.” Congregational
singing. Opening Anthems by the choir.
-Ed.]
CLOTHS
CASSIMERES
Weekly praise and prayermeeting ThursLake Shore Rumblings,
day at 7:30 p. m. All are welcome.
“The wicked flee when no man purRemember that Geo. H. Souler sells the
aueth.” That good old scriptural proThird Reformed • Church— Rev. D. best and cheapest fruit and ornamental than ever before. The latest
verb has been fully exemplifiedby that broek, Pastor. Services at 9 :30 a. m., and trees.
manufacture and importations
worthy scion of our good old Methodist 2 p.
Sunday School at 3:45 p. in.
evangelist and war-horse,Mr. Clapper, Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:30.
Special Sale !
who has moved into and fortified a small Suoject: Afternoon, A preparatoryserNext Tuesday and Wednesday,March
vacant bouse near the dwelling of Mrs. mon. In the evening a sermon will be 9 aud 10. Mrs. I). M. Gee & Co. will sell
Hughes. Report has it, that in addition preached in the English language.
all Holiday Goods remaining in stock at
to some light artillery, he regularly sleeps
First Church, Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.— cost. Don’l fail to attend special sale.
with two axes by his bedside, while an
Services at 9:30 a. m., and 2:00 p. ra. Sun- They must dispose of goods to make room Cassiraeres and which are very
old musket rests near his pillow. It is
day school at 3:45. Subjects: Morning, for spring stock. D. M. Okk & Co ,
ridiculousto suppose that we, a lawpresent. Also
Holland, Mich., March 4, ’80. 5- It popular
“Signs of time.” Afternoon,“Who shall
abiding citizen, should ever molest or
stand.” Evening, “Sparks from the misstaple
help to mob that “fragrant couple” as insion filed.”
timated by “Zeke.” Our age and infirmiA large residence on ihe corner of
ties forbid. . .Our winter term of school
Holland Christian Ref. Church— Ser- Ninth and Fish street opposite Park HoDIAGONAL AND CORKSCREW SUITING
closes this week.... Mr. Albert Hunger- vices at 9:30 a. in., 2:00 and 7 p. m. tel. The residence is supplied with all
ford, formerly of this place, but now of
MethodistEpiscopalChurch-Rev. H. D. necessary conveniences. Apply to
which are always fashionable
Dakota, is spending a few days visiting
Dr. R. A. Schouten.
old friends here. We understandhe is on Jordan, Pastor. Services at 10:30 a. m.
Holland, Mich., March 4, 1886.
for dress
In the
his way to New York.... A petition to and 7:30 p.m. Sunday school at 12 m.
our highway commissioner was iu circula- Class-meetingat close of morning service, Dissolution of Partnership. cheaper grade of suitings
tion last week asking for an appropriation and at 7 p. m. Teachers meeting Friday
Notice is hereby given that the partner40 repair the road along Black Lake from at 7:30 p. m. Prayer- meeting Thursday ship heretofore existing between Paul have an assortment which
evening
at
7:30
p.m.
All
the
seats
are
Bosnia's Dock to the government pier. It
Steketee, of Grand Rapids. Kent county,
at
prices.
should receive immediate attention, as free, and everybody is welcome. Subjects: Michigan, and Andries Steketee, of Hol- can
Morning,
"Christian
perfection.”
Eventhat part of tbe road has been impassable
land. Ottawa county, Michigan,under the All oilr goods were bought
-over a year, all travel to tbe harbor being ing, "Christ seeking the lost.”
firm name of P. & A. Steketee, at Holland,
-through Mr. Bosnia's fields.... Baugatuck
Michigan, ia this day dissolvedby mutual early at low figures
parties are buving large quantities of
A Novel Feature In Investments.
consent. All indebtednessof said firm
-steam wood delivered on the docks near
will be paid by Andries Steketee and all can make up and sell
4b« harbor,... Mr. Thos. McClentic, forcredits
due to said late firm must be paid
The whole country after having undermerly of this place, but now of Norfolk,
gone a period of depression is now asking to said Andries Steketee who will continue
Nebraska, la visitingold friends here. He
CHEAPER THAN EVER BEFORE,
the business of the late firm at the old
itself, what business baa least been afbaa permanently located there and thinks
Paul Steketee,
fected and uninjured?
Nebraska offers superior advantages to
Grand Rapids, Mich.
while in the matter of fitting
Such a business, Industry or corporation,
any other western state, “Free Lance.”
Andhibs Steketee,
that can make a better showing now than
and making up
shall aim
Holland, Mich.
West Olive,
before tbe crisis attracts the attention of
Dated, February 11,
4-8t
The sun is shining brightly to-day. It capital, merlu the confidence of Investors
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OUR FAMILY,
ALVAH PINCKNEY.

IN

THERIA, SORE THROAT,
:atarrh, and bronchial TROUBLES GIVES IMMEDIATE RELIEF.

THE MOST VIOLENT ATTACK OF NEURALGIA
=

WILL RECEIVE IMMEDIATE AND PERMANENT RE-

LIEF IN FACT, AS A
CURE FOR NEURALGIA
-

HAS NEVER FAILED.
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purposes.

Yin Pntten

G.
We

fi Sons.-

have just received a full line and a complete
stock of

we DRY GOODS,
DRESS GOODS,
we

make up

FLANNELS,
REPELLENTS,

low

UNDERWEAR,
HOSIERY,

and we

stand.

1880.

would be pleasant out but

for a steady and la being eagerly sought for.

north wind which is very cold. Although
•leigbing is very poor, teamsters are making use of it as though this was the last
chance.... Mr. Albert Irish, of Ingham
county, baa been visitingwith his brother'
Chester and family here for a few days.
.
The railroad auditor made a business call
here, saying, we believe, that wo were to
have a new depot at this place, a much
.

.

needed improvement.The place is
worthy of it, the present one being a disgrace to West Olive. . .Mr. Frank Marsh,
who has been stopping for several months
.

b ire with friends, has returned to Battle
Creek.... O. Trumble spent Sunday with
Mr. Wm. Avery, who lives several miles
northwestof Holland City. He returned
on Monday and reported having had a
good time.... Fred Trumble is learning
telegraphy.... R«v. Mr. Rlble, of this
place, la still holding evening meetings at
Olive Centre, being assistedby Rev. Mr.

Brockway, of Jobnsville.Tbe former
preached at Robinson last Sunday, at
which place be bu organized a Methodist
class. He reports a lively religious Inter
there. God speed to the good work
begun....Wearegladto see your paper
devoted in a measure to tbe temperance
cause. It would be a grand thing it both
the old parties would make prohibition
one of the issues. What glorious results
might follow. They, who are espousing the cause of temperance, should have
est

There laauch a business,and it has
heretofore been monopolized by English

For Sale or

to

we

to

and

a full stock

of

JDO^ESTIOS.
We

have a newjatockof HATS, aad a full line of

FUR CAPS.

BRUSSE BROS.

The propertyin Grand Haven known as
some three hun- the Flietslra House will be sold at a

’86.

Holland, Mich., Feb. 25,
4-tf
and Scotch capital until
dred millions have been invested in the reasonablefigure or will exchange for an
Rancbe and Cattle business of tbit great 80 acre farm of good farming land. For
!
!
further Informationapply to
country.
4-1
A. FLIETSTRA. #
Foremost araongat the strongest, richest
Grand Haven, Feb. 24, 1886.
and most successful American Companies
stand tbe United States Land and Investment Company, 145 Broadway, New York,
Notice!
which ia now offering $500,000 First MortI, the undersigned, desire pupils, In the
BILLY’S TONSORIAL PARLORS
gage 6 per cent 10 Year Bonds, lor sub- art of Laundry polishing on Tuesdays
you can get a
scription at 90 cash, or at par, upon a and Thuradaya, of each week. Also denovel Installment feature which appeals to sire to thank patrons for past favors and
the Farmer aa well aa the Banker, the solicitingtrade In the future will guaranClean Shaye.
Clerk and mechanic aa well as the Million- tee to do work satlstactory and for fair
aire, and to all who desire to invest their compensation.Laundry and office oppoA Scientific Haircut, or
savings at better rates of interestthan any site City Hotel on Market street.
Invigorating
Mrs. M. Markel.
bank will allow.
This Company Issues certificates of inHolland,Mich., Feb. 10, 1886.
at any time.
debtednessIn One and Five Dollars, each
Try Kremers* Bangs’ condition powrepreaeoting an installment, and when the
Investor has purchased $50 of these certifi- ders. 15c per package or 25c per pound, tf
HAIRDRESSING A SPECIALTY.
cates be becomes entitled to a $100 Gold
Bond, First mortgage, bearing 0 per cent
interest,which,he can obtain upon preLadiea hair cleaned and dressed in the latest
senting his certificate! or forwardingthem
fashion.
Send 10 cent# poetage, and we will
by letter to the Company’s Office,at 145
mail you free a royal, valuable, eamBroadway, N. Y.
ple box of good* that will put you la
the wav of making more money at
The remaioiog $50 due on the Bond bemy thing elae in America. Both FIRST-CLASS TOILET WATER FOR SALE
ing payable to the Company In monthly
sexea of all age§, can live at home and work in
iDstallmeniB not exceeding $5.
id all the time. Capital not required.
W. BAUMQARTEL,
The bend commences to draw interest
Hollars, Mich.. March 19. 1819.
on delivery the same as if fully paid. In

m

YARNS,

improve continually.

Exchange.

-

JERSEYS,

3\T

A Good

We

also keep at all time* a completeline of

FRESH GROCERIES.
G.

Holland, Sept. 4,

!

1885.

ATTENTION
Farmers and

Woodsmen.

Shampoo>

\

VAN PUTTEN & SONS,

We will bay ail the Stave and Heading
Bolts you can make and deliver the year
round, viz:
Oak

Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.

White Ash Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
Elm Stave Bolts, 88 inches long.
Black Ash St&vc Bolls, 33 inches long.
Black Ash Reading Bolls 88 inches long
Basswood Heading Bolts, 88 ioches long.
Pine Heading Bolts, 20 inches long.
For making contractsor furtl
ther informationapply to Filter’s Slave Factory.
or to G.

ED. VEP SCBURE, 8upt.
Van Pullen & Sons’ store.

[omouL.J

Common

man ville: “1 notice that there
In

a move

is

your county fo|: a new poor house. I

Holland, Mien., March 2nd, 18°C.
have visitedyour poor house for several
The Common Council met in reeular years, and have always been impressed
6e88ion and was called to order by the
with the necessity which

Mayor.

Members present: Mayor Kantcrs, A1
dermnn Ter Vree, Bureess, * De Roo,
Kanters, Bertsch and the Clerk.

Minutes of the
read and

last

two meetings were

approved.

The following petition signed by Jacob
Kuito, L. Bprietsma. John Kramer, M.
JonkniAD, E. J. HaYrinirton, W. II.
Beach, A. Steketee,-0. E. Yates, T. Keppel, J. C. Post and forty-six others was
presented, viz:
the undersigned
hereby petition the Honorable Mayor and
Council of Holland. That we. acquest,
• that instead of expending a large sum of
money in building a brick engine house
and Jail, that your Hon. Body will have
the jail built in connection with and at
the rear of the city building in the first
ward; farther, that the present engine
house be cut down to one-stoiyand re
tained as the engine house, the tower for
drying hose to remain; third, that a resolution be at once passed o Bering a suitable reward for the apprehension of “fire
bugs” nod your petitionerswill ever pray,

i

etc.

On motion

a recess of five

minutes was

taken.
After recess on motion of Aid. Bertsch,
the petition was referred to a special committee of three to be appointed by the

Mayor.

W. W. Noble

petitioned, that as street
lamps were contjnuallybeing added, his
pay for lighting said lamps be increased
two dollars per lighting.— Granted.

now thought

tavern, had

have called at-

it

is

house. OriginallyI think a
it

mined by using

49-tf

now too old and dilapidated to

admit of repair. I recall the wretched

my last visit crowded with
smoking. And the garret where two
creatures— women, were kept, owing to
hole I found at

over

where

event of a

in

consumed. The whole place was a dismal abode for any human being. If the
state charges herself with the care of those
are incapable of their

own support, she

ought to dischargeher duty so as to

Khkmkr9&

tf

49

se-

Kit em bus

Circuit Court Commissioner,in
and for Ottawa County,Mich.
P. H. McBniDK, Complainant’sSolicitor. 62 -7t

We

This

We

1

ordinarilyis?

We

!!,

All kinds of Building

made

1886.

1i

belieye

All

give Satisfaction.

settling with county treasurer,
$1.50; J. A. Ter Vree, 2 days team work,
$5.00; H. D. Post, justice of the peace,
fees in the suit of People vs. John Nvland, $6.95; Six jorors fees in same suit,
$6.00; two witnesses fees in same suit,
$1.70; H. D. Post justice of the peace,
fees in the suit of People vs. Henry Lubbinga, $6.25; Six jurors fees in same suit,
$6.00; two witnessesfees in same suit,
$1.70; H. D. Post, justice of the peace,
fees in the suit of People vs. Elios Becker,
$3.25; Charles Scott, 8 weeks rent of
bouse for Mrs. Juffer, $6.00; C. De Jongh,
paid four poor orders, $7.50; Boot & Kramer, paid three poor orders, $7.50; John
Kruisenga, paid four poor orders, $10.00;
Peter Prins, paid one poor order, $3.00;
P. & A. S'eketee, paid two poor orders,

$5.00._Allowed and warrants ordered
issued on the city treasurer for the several

amounts.
The committee on poor reported presenting the semi-monthly report of the
director of the poor and said committee,
recommending$23.00 for the support of
the poor for the two weeks ending March
16th, and having extended temporary aid
to the amount of $22.50.— Approved and
warrantsordered issued on the city treasurer for the several amounts.
'

The marshal reported the collection of
$2.50 water rent and receipt of the city
treasurer.— Filed.

The clerk reported the collectionof
$80.75 license money and receipt of the
city treasurer.— Filed.
The Mayor

reported receipt of city
treasurer for $17.05, from sale of thirtyone empty gasoline barrels.— Filed.

' The city treasurerreported for the
month of February.— Filed,
r, ' The following bills having been ap<’ proved by the Board of Water Com mis
sloners were certified to the Common
Council for payment, viz: P. Winter,

1885.
B.

80-ly

LANDAAL

EAST INI)

Drug

prices.

Store.

Below

select.

With land cheap it is

spread

far better to

SLEEPLESSNIGHTS, made

the building on the soil. Good sewerage,

miserable by that
terriblecough. Shiloh’s Cure is the remedy for

ventilation,separation of the sexes, and

you

securitiesagainst fire are
our poor houses

need.

what

nearly

SHILOH'S COCOH and Conmmptton Curol.

all

model house,”

Wanted

-A

|atl goads.

One who will recoin i. e me when I
am compe le i to wear pal died l.iveolies;
who will take me i»y tic hand when I
am sliding down liiil, instead of g \v. g
me a kick to hasten my defeat; who

,

WILSON HARRINGTON.

care and accuracy both day and night.

Sunday, Nov. 29, 1885.

Effect

_

BEST & LANDAAL,
Holland, Midi,, Dec,

18,1885.

HAYING BEEN LICENSED TO DO

PLUMBING
In

Assigneeof Mortgage.
J. C. Post, Attorney.

Taking

every descriptionalwaya in stock.
A competentclerk puts up prescription! with

52-)3t.

Mortgage Sale.

FROM HOLLAND TO CHICAGO.

connection wlih the Holland City Water Worki,
we arc ready to make

ESTIMATES

Default having been made iu the condition* cf a
for putting In
irtsm mortgage made hr Herman A. VMegmli k
$20 worth of seoui ity; who will come to
and Minnie Wlcginink, hlH wile, of Rlendontowna.ra. p.m. ptm. a.m
ship. Ottawa county. Michigan, to Gilles W abeke,
see me when I
sick ; who will pull
Holland .............10 25 1 20 11 50 5 00
of Zeeland, Ottawa county, Michigan,dated Decoff his coat and fight for mo when the Grand Junction ..... 11 37 2 20 1 10 8 05
ember third. 1881, and recorded In the office of the
Register of Deeds, for the County of Ottaw a and
odds are two to one; who will talk of Bangor ...............11 55 2 37 1 81 9 20
for all partiesdesiring the tame.
Benton Harbor ...... 1 27 3 23 2 35 12 00
State of Mlchigsn, on the fourteenthday of Decme behind my back as he talks to
New Buffalo .......... 2 85 4 25 3 55 2 35
ember A. D. 1881, In liber 17 of mortgage*),on page
face. Such a friend is wanted by ten Chicago ............. 5 45 7 10 7 00
67, on which mortgagethere is claimed to be due at
p.m. p.m. a.m p.m.
the date of this notice the sum ol two hundred and
thousand times ten thousand
Will (It up residences for
twenty-seven dollars and eighty-eight cents, ui.d
beings throughout this broad earth.—
FROM CHICAGO TO HOLLAND.
! legal attorney’s fee provided for in stid mortgage, and no suit or proceedingsat law having
iSan Francisco
Lei lev.
a. ra. p.m. ptm. a.m.
Chicago ............. 9 00 3 30 9 55
been institutedto recover the moneys secured by
said mortgage, or any p«rt thereof; now, therefore,
New Buffalo ........ 11 85 5 35 12 80 7 25
by virtue of the power of sale contained in Buld
Benton Harbor ....... 12 42
1 50 10 15
Intellectualand bodily activity are Bangor ...............2 02 67 35
mortgage, and the statute In such case made and
22 2 55 1 35
STANDS, Etc.
provided, notice Is hereby given that ou Vtuiidav, and put in BATH TUBS,
rarely found in men of great age; but Grand Junction ...... 2 20 7 35 3 17 2 55
the 3rd day of May,A. D., 1886, at 11 o'clock In
when so combined add to the chances Holland ............. 8 30 8 40 4 40 5 20
Alt kinds of
the forenoon. I shall sell at public auction to the
p m. p.m. a. m. p. m.
of prolonged life. Witness three
highest bidder, at the front door of the court
FROM
TO
RAPIDS
house in the city of Grand Haven, that being the
who have played a great and active part
Mali. Kxp Exp. Exp. Exp. pltce where the Circuit Court for Ottawa county
in the world and
combine these
Is holdeu, the premise*describedIn said mortp.m. a. m. a. m. p. m. gage, or so much thereof as may be necessaryto
p.
put in and repaired.
rare gifts of nature
will, the Earl
Holland .............. 3 3t 8 4C t4 45 10 25 6 40 pay the amount due on said mortgage,w 'h eight
of Shaftesbury,the great humanitarian Zeeland ............. 3 4f
4 56 10 35 5 58 per cent Interest,and all legal costs, toget.ier with
Grand Rapids ........ 4 30 9 25 5 45 11 20 7 15 the legal attorney'sfee covenantedfor tberaln. the
Cardinal
and the
premises being described in said mortgage us all
William.
FROM
RAPIDS TO HOLLAND.
that certain tract or parcel of land, situate iu the
VAN
A KERKHOF,
a. m. ip. m. p. in. p.m.
Copnty of Ottawa and State of Michigan, and
Grand Rapids ....... 9 00 12 35 10 40 1 20
known and described as follows; Tho north west
Holland, Mich., June 19, 1885.
Zeeland ..............9 58
11 25 5 10
flve-fourthat54)acres of the west fraction*! half,
Holland .............. 10 10 1 20 11 35 5 25
(vv fr. #) of the north west quarter (N. W.Jf) of
section thirty (30) township numbered six (0)
FROM HOLLAND TO MUSKEGON.
Adolf Laliox.carriage manufacturer,
119 Carroll
north of range fourteen (14) west.
a iu. p.m a. m. p.m p. m.
Dated. Holland. February 5th, A. D. 1686.
Street, Buffalo, N.Y., states: ‘‘I was troubled Holland
.......... 10 25 3 30 t5 30 5 35
8 40
OILLK.H W’AUEKK, Mortgagee.
with nausea of the stomach, sick headache and Grand Haven ....... 11 15 4 20 6 30 0 30 9 30
GeiiritJ. DiKKexA, Attorney for Mo’U-Hgce.
Kerr) sburg ..........11 20 4 25 6 t(l 6 35
9 35
generaldebility.Burdock Blood Bitlera cured
Muskegon ........ !1 55 4 55 T 15 7 10 10 05
me.’’
Nl’t
Mail Exp. Exp. Mix.

TOWNS.

WATER PIPES

am

my

human

News

Hot and Cold Water!
WASH

men

HOLLAND

GRAND

Cisterns and Drive Wells

who
and

m

I

Newman,

Emperor

Give us a call.

GRAND

LANDEGEND

SCAN THESE CLOSELY.

WORTHY

.

...

Of Confident.

..

TU HOLLAND.

p. ni. a. in

we recommend our

readers to try West’s Cough Syrup. You will And

The city physician reported having it especiallyuseful at thia season of the year to
cure sudden colds,check coughs and lung and
treated seven cases in the month of Febthroat troubles. Ail druggists.
ruary.— Filed.
The true remedy has at laat been discovered.It
Golden Seal Bitters.It Is to be found at your
drug store. It makes wonderful cures. Use it
now. It will cure you. It is the secret of health
is

p

in

.

a. ni.

p.m.

SARSAPARILLA

FROM HOLLAND TU ALLEGAN
Holland ............
Fillmore ..........
Hamilton ........
Allegan ..
.....

3
3
3
4

....

m.
.

....

*1-

FROM ALLEGAN TU HOLLAND.
a. in

Allegan ............. 9 10
Hamilton ..... ..... 9 42
Fillmore ...........
9 50
Holland ...... ...... 10 15
...

p.m.IP4 30 11 2’
5 05 12 16
5 18 12 30
5 80 1 00
#51*

-__********.

OBTOir, MABS.,

Tur

Vi*

pharmacy.
Hill V hy the use of Hit* remedy I* it
UI1LT possible for a person who ho*

Depot.

u’.ty.

TOWNS

09 .Ridgeway. 9 42 3 47
1# .Tecumseh. 9 32 3 37
...Tipton... 9 17 3 22
45 ...Dusted.. 9 05 8 08
09 ..Addison.. 8 43 2 45
25 .. Jerome.. 8 V6 2 28
32 ..Moscow.. 8 20 2 21
42 ..Hanover.. 8 09 2 10
53 .. Pulaski.
7 57 1 59
9 15 ...Homer .. 7 88 1 38
9 44 ..Marshall . 7 06
1 14
9 57 . .Ceretco. 6 49
1 02
10 15 .BattleCr’k 6 30 12 44
..Augusta..
12 27
12 20
..Yorkville
..Richland
12 15
Montieth.,
11 43
....Fisk....
11 35
..Kellogg ..
11 30
A Allegen L
11 20
a. tn.

11 29
11 39
11 55
12 08
12 30
12 48
12 65
1 06
1 17
1 3S
2 05
2 17
2 86
2 56
8 04
8 10
3 45
8 53
J 59
4 10
p.

7
7
7
7
8
8
8
8
8

.

BT

structive taint to posterity.

THOROUGHLY

STEKETEE.

A.
Who

ha* also Coffees tor 11 centa per

pound and upward.

STANDARD JAVA.
8-4t

Notice to Teachers.
The Ottawa County Board of School Examiners
will meet st the followingnamed times and
places, daring the spring of 1886. for the purpose
of examining applicants for teachers' certificates:

•

Friday, Karoh

.

12, at HndsonTllle.

.

m.

Friday, March

8

26,

Grand Haven. Begular.

Friday, April 16, at

8

‘

MM

FOR SALE

Call and try the

Traill Connectiona.
At Toledo, with ell railroads diverging. At Dondee, with T A. A. A G. T. At Britton, with Wabash, St. Louis A Pacific. At Tecumseh, with Lake
Shore A Mich. Southern. At Jerome, with L. 8.
AM.
At Hanover, with L. 8. A M. 8. At
Homer with L. 8. A M. 8. (Lansing Division) and
Air Line Division of the Mich. Centra). At MarBad Poor Honse.
shal, with M. U. R. R. At Battle Creek, with ChiWeal’s World’s Wonder, or Family Liniment. cago A Grand Trunk and M. C. R. R. At Mon-^
Geo.
Gillespie, chairman of the
Useful la every house for cats, burns, scalds, tleth with G. R. A i. At Allegan, with Chicago
Trains!!daily ex«tate board of correctionsand charities, bruises, neuralgia, rbenmatiam.Always give* West Mich, and L. 8. A M.
cept Sunday.
B. McHUGH,
GeneralPassenger Agent.
writes as follow* regarding our dilapi- Mtlafaction.All drupglste.

D.

corrupted blood to attain sound health
and prevent tranniiiUsionof tho de-

V

.

A

.

O y°

»r
.

ftf*"

enuino Honduras Sarsaparilla) h it*
g&se, and its powers arc enhancedby
the extractsof Yellow Dock and Stllllntfia, tho Iodide* of 1 o‘aH>ium and
Iron, nnd other potent iP'.'mlients.
ic your blood
v-- vitiated
________by u nmgementi
- of the digestive and nN>'.’.uilatory functions? is it tainted by Scrofula? or
does It contain ihc poison of 31ercurjr
or Contagious Disease?
physician* rf the United
I nL Stales, who know tin composition
of Ayer’s Sahsapaihu.a, say that
nothing eUe no irowlfor the purification of the blood i* within the range of

a. hi

SO
:0 25
45
M 40
55
10 50
30 ..... 11 25

11 l.t

part* of I ho world, haa proved Its efli-,
cacy us the host blood alterative known
to medical science.

Holland ..............3 251 1 20 8 40 :0 20 11 35

t Daily. All other trainsdaily except Sunday.
By Aid. Bertsch— Resolved, that a re
All trains run by Central Standardtime.
ward of two hundred dollars be paid by
Tickets to all points in the United States and
the city of Holland for the arrest and cou
IMPORTANT.
Canada.
When yon visit or leave New York City, save
J. H. CARPENTER, Gen. Pass. Agt.
iction of the person or persons that set
Baggage,Expretuage, and Carriage hire and stop
F. G. CHURCHILL.Station Agent.
or caused to be started the incendiary at the Grand Union Hotel, opposite Grand Cenfires or any of them that have occurred in tral
•
Xiohlgan and Ohio Bailroad.
Elegant rooms fitted up at a cost of one million
the city of Holland since June 15th, 1885,
dollars, reduced to one dollar and upwards per day
or for any incendiary Area that may hereTaking effect Jan. 18, 1885.
on European plan. Restaurantsupplied with tho
after occur that sbajUra deemed by this best. Horse car, stages,and elevated railroad to
QOIW WIST. . Cntral Tint GO! V0 XA8T.
council to be oi^cqual importance to all depots. Families cap live better for less
those. Which said- resolution was adopted money at the Grand Union hotel than at any other Pass. Mix’d Pass.
Pass. Pass.
first-class hotel in the
15-ly
a majority oLall the aldermen elect cona. m.
p. m.
a. m. p. to.
curring therein by yeas and nays as lolA great blessing.West’s Liver Pills will always 10 10
5 45 L Toledo A 11 10
ft 10
low»: Yeas, Ter Vree, Burgess, Bapgs, be fonnd a great blessing to those afflictedwith 11 02
6 40 . Dundee.. 10 10 4 15
11 21
7 04 ..BrlUon .. 6 46 8 52
Kanters, and Bertsch. Nays, De Roo.
liver complaint,dyspepsia, indigestion,and sick

Places for registrationand election were headache. Thirty pllla 25c. All druggists.
designated for the next charter election to
be held on the first Monday in April,
A Million Dollars.
1886, to-wlt: In the first ward at the
Millions of dollars would be saved annually by tha
Common Council rooms; in the second invalids of every community, if, instead of calling
ward at the office of H. D. Post; in the
in a physicianfor every ailment, they were all
third ward at the meeting room of Hose
wise enongh to pnl their trust in Golden Seal BitCo. No. 1; in the fourth ward at the resiters, a certain cure lor ail diseases arising from an
denceof Geo. H. Sipp.
The Mayor appointed the following impure state of the Blood and Liver, anch as
named aldermen as a special committet Scrofula in its various forms, Rheumatism, Dyson petition against a new engine house, pepsia, or Indigestion,Female irregularities, Dis'viZ: C. J.' De Roo, J. A. Ter Vree and eases of the Kidneys and Bladder, Expoaure and
Imprudence of Life. No person can take these
L. T. Kanters.
Bitters according to instructions,and remain long
* The committee on claims and accounts
unwell, provided their bones are not destroyed by
'with Aid. Bangs were instructed to make
mineral poison or other means, and the vital
the annual settlement with the city treasorgana wasted beyond the point of repair. Golden
urer.
Sea] Bitters numbers on fta list of cures more than
Council adjourned.
any other medicine known, and have already acGeo. H. Sipp, CWy 0\erk.
quired a great celebrity,being used generally as a
family medicine. Sold by 11. Walsh A Son. 2-4t

V r D ’C S*1 r*a par
Is a medicine that.
w during nearly 40 years. In all

A

ATLn

Ptm.

Muskegon ........... 1 45 11 40 7 (X 8 5(1 D 50
Ferrysburg ......... 2 30 12 25 7 38 9 27 10 40
Grand Haven ....... 2 35 12 3(1 7 43 9 33 in 45

p.

It is with pleasure that

The

last

of

SSS.PXhl™.

Chicago and West Michigan Bail way.

will loan me a doLar without requiring

amounts.

number

PERFUMERIES,
TOIIaET ARTICLES,
PATENT MEDICINES

thereof.Notice is. therefore, hereby given that
on April twenty eighth , A. D.. 1886. at one o’clock
In the afternoon, the premises described In said
mortgage will be sold at public auction, to the
highest bidder, at the front door of the Ottawa

to be sola, being: The east hulf of
tho north east quarter of section twenty live (?6) in
town six, north of range sixteen west, tu Ottawa
County. Michigan.
Dated January26, 1886.

Friend.

—

of cases tried before him since bis
preceding report.— Filed.

CIGARS,

mortgageand

@

street commissioner reported for
the month of February.— Filed.

PURE DRUGS,

Let Ottawa have a

salary as engineer of water works Feb.
1886, $83 34; Holland City News, books,
West’s World’s Wonder Is the marvel of heal$12.00: Mr. V. P^Brinlt,31 feet of steam
ing. superior to all other liniments.Always keep
wood
$1.25,'$121; R. E. Wcrkman,
it in the house. AH druggists.
28 7-32 cords steam wood @ $1.25, $35.55.
—Allowed and warrants ordered issued
In Soartport,Me., are 131 sea captains— one to
on the city treasurer for the several every three voters.

Mh

N.DBMERELL,

R.
25,

51tf.

pense

Justice H. D. Post, reported the

Work Warranted to

At the Central Drug Store will he found
that Ottawa county, with its 35,000 or
a full stock of pure drugs, patent medimore inhabitants, will relieve itself from cines, paints,oils and varnishes at lowest Rapids, Michigan, and which assignment was
duly recorded in said Register’s Office on August
tv.
49-tf
twentieth, A. D-, 1881, in Liber 20 of mortgage! on
the painfulncss to all good citizens of such
page 91, and which mortgage was afterwards asBEST & UNEAALi ftopritton.
an establishment.If any man doubts the
signed by said Ernest G. Welumann,by assignment dated Jui.e fifteenth,A. I)., 1880, to Henry (
Cloaks
Cost.
necessity or favors delay let him go to
To anyone callingat our Drug Store on Eighth
All Hats and Fancy Feathers at 50 cents Havens of Dallas, ClintonCounty, Michigan, and street, we can sell any article or in fact anything
which last named assignment was duly recorded
Eastmanvilleand judge for himself. I
which
every well kept drug store always keeps on
on the Dollar for cash at
in said Register'sOffice on August twentieth. A.
hand, for very reasonable prices.
trust that the mistake will not be followed
D., 1881, in Liber 20 of mortgages on page 90. and
L. & S. Van Den Berqe.
which mortgage was afterwards assigned oy Henry
of building a house of more than two storHavens to Wilson Harringtonof Holland,Mich
FOR
DYSPEPSIA
and Liver complaint,you by
assignmentdated Decembertenth, A. D. 1885,
ies, and that the dining room will not be
have a printed guaranteeon every bottleof Shiand which last named assignment was duly rein the basement.A thlrd-slor^is hard on loh’s Vitalirer It never fails to cure. For rale corded in said Register’s Office on December
by Yates & Kane.
twelfth.A. D., 1885. In Liber 80 of mortgages on
feeble,lame people, and never safe in case
FOR LAME BACK. Side or chest use Shiloh’s page 255) by which default the power to sell in
of fire. The former difficultyattaches to Porus Plaster. Price 25 cents.
said mortgage containedhas become operative;
,

•------• '
—

Work

kinds neatly executed.

Default having been made In tho conditions of a
Holland, Mich., Ang.
certain mortgagemade by Albert Thompson and
May Thompson of Wexford County. Michigan, to
Mary A. Phillips of Kent County, Michigan, dated
April twenty eighth, A. D., 1879, and recorded on 8. B. BEST, M. D.
August twentieth, A. D., 1881, in tho office of the
Register of Deeds of Ottawa County. Michigan, in
Liber 14 of mortgageson pago 2H3. (and which
mortgagewas afterwardsassigned by said Mary
A. Phillips,by assignment dated May thirteenth,
A. I)., 1880, to Ernest G. Wclnmann of Grand

The followingbills were presentedfor
P. H. McBride, salary as city
attorney, $6.25; C. Verschure,city treasurer, $22.93; Ed. Vaupell, city marshal,
$83.34; Geo. H. Sipp, city clerk, $33.83,
for express, postage, Ireight,and dray age,
$2.92; J. De Boer, freight and cartage,
$9.33; Yates & Kape, ink and covering
95 books of library, $5.15; E. Banting,
and upon which mortgage there Is claimed to l»e
the basement dining room. Allegan has
due at the date of this notice,the sum of Three
12 iron rods and repairing 6 chairs, $1.50;
Use Alfred Wright’s perfumes. We Hundred Ninety Three Dollars ($393 00;; and no
H. Vaupell, wood, $10.03; Holland City a good house. Van Buren has improved haye 22 dlflerent kinds from which you suit or proceedinghaving been instituted ut law.
News, printing, $5.55; C. Verschure,ex- on it, but both have these objections. can
or in equity, to recoverthe same, or any part
Kremers & Banos.

payment:

,

to order.

Cemetery
of all

Work

Mortgage Sale.

is the best $3 00 Shoe in the market.
also have a full line of first class shoes
well built and ordered in all their appointall styles from other houses, which wo
ments, and persons who are sound of sell at reasonable prices.
mind, and some of whom have known
8. Sprietsma.
Holland,Mich., Jan. 21,
7-ly.
good abodes, be consigned to the poor

incapable of appreciatingcomfort, be so

it

MONUMENTS,
k

ABEND VUMOgER,

& Bangs.

them safety,cleanliness, decency
Are Selling!
and proper nournishment.Wny should
The celebraiedRockford Mens’ Shoos
asylums, with people many of whom are in Congress, Buttons and Balls styles.

cure to

bouses as

GRANITE AND MARBLE

&

fire

they would in all probability have been

who

-ClUHMJery Sale.

Why

not been adapted to the pur-

their habits, and

ARE TOO MADE

miserable by Indignation,
Constipation, Diutness,Loss of Appetite, Yellow
Stata of Michigan. Tho Circuit Court for the
Skin? Shiloh’s Vltallseris a positive euro. For
County of Ottawa.— In Chancery.
Sale by Yules A Kane.
Alexander\\ ilcox,Complainant,
CROUP, WHOOPING
and Bronchitis
vs.
immediatelyrelieved by Shiloh’s Cure. Fur sale
Pieter De Vries and Johanna Do Vries, Defendby Yates & Kane
ants.
In pursuanceand by virtue of a decree of said
Circuit Court for tho County of Ottawa, in Chancough? when relief can be oh cery,
made In the above entRled cause, ou the
While’s Pulmonary. Twenty third day of March. A . D„ 18S5.
Notice is hereby given that on the 16th day of
Price 90 cents p^r bottle.
March, A ‘ D.. iBSd, nt ’one o’clock,' In Ihe afterBanos.
noon, at the front door of the Court House, in tho
of Grand Haven, in said County, I, the sub-'
THAT HACKING COUGH cau be so quickly City
scrlber, a Circuit Court Commissioner,in and for
cured by hhiloh’s Cure. We guaranteeit.
said County, will sell, at public auction, to tho
CATARRH CURED, health and sweet breath highest bidder, the lands and premises described
secured by Shiloh’s Catarrh Remedy. Price 50 in said decree, vis: All of that certain oieco or
parcel of laud situated and being in the City of
cents. Nasal Injectorfree. For sale by Yates
Holland, in tho County of Ottawa and State of
Kune.
Michigan and describedas follows,to wit: Tho
east two-thirds of lot numberedsixteen (18) in
Our customers speak highly of Ely’s block numbered thirty-nine(89) in tho City of HolCream Balm and are using it extensively. land, Ottawa County, State of Michigan, according
There is a growing demand for it. As a to tho recordedmap thereof of record as of tho
Village of Holland In the office of the Register of
catarrh cure it has genuine merit. It Deeds of Ottawa County, Michigan. ,
meets the public want.
Dated January !J0lh, A. D., 1886.

COUGH

tention of the county papers to the condi-

pose,

‘

it Is

to meet, after each visit, I

tion of the

We

_ —^
_

dated, old poor house situated near East-

Coanoil.

CoopemUle.

Esch session will open promptly at 9 a. m.
The Board nrgentlyrequeststhat all applicanta
be provided with certlflcatea of good moral character. those from acbo*! boards where last employed as teacher being preferable.
All grades are requested to be prepared for examination on school law. For second grade in addition to other branches,book-keeping and philosophyvill be required; for flrat grade, algebra
and English literature.
Only 'bird-grade certificates will be granted at
the special sessions of tbe Board.
By order ol the County Board of School Exam-

48-16t MRS.

'-Vf-

A. V.

WEATHERWAX,

-*

Sec’y.

include not only tho removal of corruption from the blood, but Us enrichment und tho strengthening of the
vital organs.
Dr l | ADI r witnesses, all over the
nCLIAuLfci world, testify that this
work Is ItcUer accomplished by Ayxr’a
Sarsaparilla than by any other

remedy.

:

nun that is corrupted through dlsDLUUII ease is made pure, aud blood
Di

.

weakened through diminution of the
red corpuscles is made strong, by
Aybr’8 Sarsaparilla.

the blood find huil<Iin£
up tho system require
time in serious cases, but benefit will
be derived from the use of Ayer**
Sarsaparilla- more speedily than
from anything else.
up*
eir for which like effectsare
MtUlulnCi falsely claimed, la abundant in the market, under many names,
but tho oulv preparationthat has stood
tho test of time, and proved worthy of
the world’s confidence, is

rUnlrTlllti

mm

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,
PREPARED BT
Dfsil.C. Ayer k Co., Lowell,

Maw.

m

AT CHURCH.

could not speak, my friend's story horrime so. 1 half believed he tras trying to
mpose on my credulity.
“Wo roused the household and began a
fruitless search. In the soft earth, under
one of the library windows, we found what
seemed to be a track, bnt the rain had almost washed it out, and it gave us no clue.
If there had been other tracks on the paths,'
or in the highway,either of man, horse, or
vehicle, the heavy rain had entirely obliterated them. The window was open, and we
could be sure of but one thing, and that
was that the bodv had been taken through
it. Where, or by whom, we knew then,

wonderful Experiments he has tried in that
workshop of his none of us know. If Alice
had livea she might have won him fiomhis
unhealthy books and work, and made him
more like the Max he used to be. Bnt he
is nearly done wilh it all now. Poor Max!”
I was very much interestedin this strance
person. So much so that I hang abont the
house all next day, fearing that ho might

and know now, no more than yon
do. We searched the grounds. We
roused the neighbors, and all the

“If you please,” he said. “I would like
to walk about the garden n little, if yon will
let me lean upon your arm.”
His weight upon me was like that of a
child. Our walk abont the paths was so
slow that it tired me.
“I think this is for the last time,” he said
by and by, pausing beneath the windows
of hie tower, and looking up to them ns
they gleamed like crimson fire in the light
of the setting sun. “For the last time!
Some would be glad of that, because they
had no fear of what was to come after, but
I— am I glad? Am I afraid? Can whnt is
to come be worse than whnt I suffer here?
Somewhere in that book they call the Bible
it says something abont dying daily. I die
daily.” He repented the words slowly,
seeming, all the time, to be talking to himself, ns if unmindful of my presence.
“Have I not suffered the pangs of death?
Have I not prayed to die and been refused
my plea? But the end men call death is
near— and after death, whatV'
Suddenly he seemed to recollect my
presence.

I

fied

IT nos. W. SBESIDDIB.

Rswb^rstingthrough the n»re,
To etery ocrnor tiallng.
The miphty organ drop and gravo,
Bonds forth ito sombre pealing.
And slowly up the long, soft aisle
The yaried throng comes streaming;
Old people nod and maidens smile
On lovers'faces beaming.
Bnt why this stir among the crowd
This sudden,strong) commotion?
And who is that with steps so prond
And haughty, regal motion ;
With sparkling JA^rels that would start
A diamond merchant'spassion ;
Rich purple robes of pricelessart,
And that of latest fashion ?

remainderof that terrible night we wan-

dered hither and thither, seeking a clue but
finding none. No one had heard anything
like the sound of passing wheels. In the
storm they could have come and gone, and
made no sound above that of the wind and
"Is shs not daughterto a sire
rain. When morning come we began the
a Of most exalted station?
A Senator or something higher,
search again. Her father summoned aid
Who towers shove the Nation?
from the city, and the matter was put in
the hands of expert men who are skillful
"Is she not of an ancient line.
With many a grand ancestor?
n unravelingmysteries. But, as I have
Or is bsr father in a mine
said, not a single clue has been found. It
Of silver an investor?"
is the most mysteriousand horrible affair
I ever had anything to do with. What moThe friend repressed an infant smile ;
Bald he: "This noble lady,
tive one could have in stealing the body,
Whomovea in each stupendousstyle,
who could have stolen it, and where it was
Her nameie Miss O’Grady I
taken to— these are the questions that
have perplexed us, and they seem unan"Her parent mode his awful wealth,
Or most of it, in water;
swerable by any information we can hope
For she, this girl of gold and health,
to obtain. Ihe excitementhas been inla a lager brewer’s daughter 1"
tense. I have been wanderingabont, hoping to find some thread that would lead to
EPITAPHS.
a solution of the mystery, and trying to
shake off by a change of scene the nightON A PUGILIST.
mare horror of the affair. Bnt it clings to
In his last round this noted puglliet
Received a blow that quiokly stopped his me, and haunts me. I don’t wonder that
breath :
you thought I looked as if I had seen a
Ho wonder, for his grim antagonist
ghost. I seem to live in a world full of
The stranger turned unto hie friend
With eager intonation ;
Who is this nymph with queen-like bend,
Creating snch sensation ?

come down when I was away and I should
fail to see him.
About sunset he came down Ihe stairs,
slowly,weakly,oftenstopping to rest. I went
to him. and asked if I might not be allowed
to help

him.

*

through my reini. I would work a miracle look* d i i. Tbe rr om v as in *h »dow. a’ d
* t firsv we could hut dimB discern rnyt dug
no other man had ever wrought!
“At last, at lost! There came a flutter of ii it. Graduallya shape in the nei. *ir of
the eyelids,and then they lifted, and the the room seemed to emeigefrom the gloom,
eyes of Alice looked into mine. I felt the a • our eyes bet ame no •u&iomut 10 ihe u.m
breath coming and going over her lips, and 1 ght— a long, awfully eaggeative shape lythen I fell forward in the gray light of ing on a low couch, and covered over wiih
dawn, and lay beside her on the floor, weak a white sheet. Beneath that drapery was
ns a little child. The tension was removed distinctly outlined a human form.
We never once looked at each other.
from my brain, and the reaction was almost
like death. For hours I did not stir. Bat The shape before us held our eves captive.
the wild triumph of a work accomplished It drew them to it in awful fear and fascinabeat back and forward in my brain like a non.
Suddenly my companion stepped fortide. I had brought back life to the woman
ward, and; with shaking hand*, lifted the
I loved. I had conquered death!
“The sun Was high in' the heavens when cl >th. Instead of the skeleton face we had
I rallied strength enough to rouse myself expected to see, we saw a face from which
from the lethargy that had fullan upon me. the blood seemed to have but recently reI raised myself "to a sitting posture, and ceded in the ebb-tide of life. The body of
touched the hands I had held in mine so Alice Leith was before us, seeminglybut a
long. They were warm and moist, but there few hours dead!
-

was no response to my clasp in them. The
eyes were wide open, but they seemed
staring into vacancy. .There was color in
the cheeks, but the face seemed to lack
light, and ihe subtle play of mind on matter was not to be seen in the features of the
woman before me.
‘Alice,’ I cned, ‘Alice, speak to me.’
Bnt there was not so much as a movement
of lid or lip. A statue would have been no
more unresponsive than was the form before me.
“A wild fear began to creep over me,
but I shook it off. The ordeal had been
so terrible that I had no right to expect
much at first. By and by she would rouse
from the trance of soul and sense.
“I went down to the rooms below and
ray friends supposed I had just come home.
I was always unlike other men. They had
become used to my strange ways. They
knew whnt Alice and I had been to each
other, and the fact of her death, and the
mysterious loss of her body explained to
them any strange conduct on my part.
“I got away from them ns soqi as possible aud went back to the 100m in which I
had hidden my secret.
“Alice lay there still in the attitude of
death. I knelt down beside her and called
“

A

Patriotic Poet.

Fraftois Soott Key is famous for just
one thing; he wrote “The Star Spangled Banner,” which has been sung for
twenty years, and is still our noblest
patriotic song. Mr. Key was born in
Frederick County, Maryland, on the
1st of April, 1779,* anddiedin Baltimore
the 11th of January, 1843. Ho was a
lawyer, and he wrote a good manv
poems, which were published in a book
in 1857 ; but the only one of them good
enough to bo remembered or even read
by people generallyis “The Star Spangled Banner."
During the years from 1812 to 1815
this country was at war with Great
Britain, and in 1714 a British fleet entered ChesapeakeBay. A force landed
and inarched to WashingtonCity. The
city fell into the hands of this force,
and the public buildings were burned.
It was a gloomy time for Americans, for
when the capital of the country was
taken it seemed likely that wo were to
be conquered, and lose the liberty that
Washington, had won for us in the Rev-

•

“I have something here I want yon to
read if— if anything happens to me,” he
said, drawing a roll of manuscriptfrom his
pocket. “You are not going away for a
day or two?”
Was death.
them.”
“I shall stay till the end of the week,” I
“It is one of the most awfully mysterious answered.
ON A DYER.
occurrences I have ever heard of,” I said,
A very worthy man lies here,
“I feel that something will happen very
His cares are doubtless past,
as I thought over what ho had told me. “It soon, perhaps to-night,” he said. “If I die,
He dyed for others many a year
hardly soems possible that such a thing read this after the discovery of mv death,
And died himself at last
her name. No answer.
could happen here, and among people who but not before. Promise mo this.”
“I flung back the curtains with a swift, olution.
ON AN ANGLER.
occupy the position the Leiths do.”
I promised.
unutterable
terror at heart. I came back
ie's gone the way of small and great,
The whistle of the coming train sounded
After taking Washington City the
“If I am alive when you go away, you
And rests secure here from life's storms;
sharply down ihe track, and we rose and can give it back to me. You will not be- and looked at the face lifted dumbly to British land force marched against
Hee often dug
up
worms
for
bait,
dug
mine. 1 hero was no look of intelligence
went back to the depot.
lieve it when you rea l it. You will think
Baltimore, and the war ships in the
or worms.
Now he iaWtio
ill
in it. The eyes stared up at me with not
“Where are you going now?” I asked.
it the ravings of a madman, but it is true,
Chesapeakesailed up at the same time
a thought in them.
ON A HORBBCAR CONDUCTOR.
“I don’t know,” he answered. “I would all true.”
to bombard the town from the water. The
“Then
I
knew
whnt
I
had
done.
I
had
Of raisrry he had his share,
go back to work if I could shake off the in
Presently he signified his desire to reHis life woe one of worry
cubus that is on me, but I can’t do that. I turn to the* house. He allowed me to as- called back the breath of life, but the soul town was held by a small body of
Death came along, took up hil fore
hope to get over this haunted feeling by and sist him as far as the stairs. Farther than of Alice— that which was the Alice American soldiers, and its principal deAnd passed him on to glory.
I loved— had not come back. I had fense on the water side was Fort Mcby. You can’t understand how it has af- that he would not let me go.
ON A TERMAGANT.
fected every one of us who were there at
“When you know all, pity me. pity me.” triumphed over mailer, but not Henry, which was held by Major ArraOf bitter tongue and countenancesevere,
the time. We seem to be searching for he said. “I have sinned, and for that sin I mind. I had attempted the work of a God. istead, with about 1,000 men, mostly
No other woman earth so well oould spare
somethingin another world than the one have paid a fearful penalty. Oh God! and I hud dared to rebel against the flat of fate. volunteers. Its guns were small ones,
H, where she’s gone, she talks as she did hert
I had meddled with the mysteries of the
Shell surely moke things mighty lively there. we used to live in. Good-bye, old fellow, the penalty goes on forever and forever.”
which oould not throw their shot very
take care of yourself,”and Mark Graham
Then he turned away, and went slowly infinite world, and here was my punish- far; hut the men in the fort were brave
ON A TROMBONE PLAYER.
wrung my hand, and so we parted.
up the stairs. That was the last time I ment. Before me lay a breathing form,
fellows, who meant to do their liest to
The turf is heaped upon his breast ;
ever looked upon the living face of Max but the principle of life only was in it.
II.
He's eeaasd his labors
save the city with such cannon as they
The
soul
had
passed
beyond
my
power.
He plays no more, he is at rest,
In the first flush of spring I was near Cramer.
“Can you who read this understandthe had.
Bo are his neighbors.
We were sitting at the breakfast table
Melrose, where the mysteriousaffair of
awful anguish of the moment when I
—Botion Courier.
A few days before the attack the
next
morning,
when
a
servant
came
in saywhich my friend Graham had told me ocrealized what I had done? No. It would
curred. I had long been a friend of the ing that the door of Max’s room was open, be useless for you to try to. The thought British had captured a well-knowncitizen, Dr. Beanes, and carried him to
Lei hs, and I concluded to call on them. and he was lying on the floor. She had
CRAMER’S SECRET. Living under a shadow which had never spoken to him, but he had not replied. Be- may be terrible to you, but you will fail to their ships, where they held him priscomprehend the intensityof my remorse.
been lifted, and through which no light coming frightened she had come to find I pnyed to die. A thousand fiends seemed oner. Mr. Key, who then lived in
Mr.
Leith.
bad ever penetrated, they would be glad to
A. Strange Story.
Georgetown,near Washington, was sent
We hurried to his room. Max Cramer laughing at and mocking me. ‘You have
see me, I felt sure.
under a flag of truce to ask for Dr.
dared
to
interfere
with
the
will
of
God.’
And they were. I was grieved, but not had been dead for hours.
BT EBEN E. BEXFOItD
He was lying at the foot of the stairs they cried. ‘You have lost your soul, and Beanes’ release, and he succeeded in
very much surprised, to see the change a
leading
to the tower. It seemed as if he the woman you loved. Oh. lost, lost, lost!’ persuading the British admiral, Cochyear had wrought iu them. They looked
“Oh, my punishment!Day after day I rane, to set the good doctor free. But
had
been
attempting their ascent when the
old and broken in health when they should
A hand was laid upon my shoulder as I have been in the prime of life's early fall. springs of life had given out and ho had crept to the motionless form and called it as the ships and land forces were about
by the name it had used to hear. to attack Baltimore, it would not do to
stood upon the platform of the little coun“You have never heard anythingthat fallen at the bottom of them to die.
answer ever came. It lay let the Americans go until the fight was
try depot, waiting for the train. I turned, threw light on the mysUry?" I asked, us
there, a human form, that breathed—a
and found myself face to face with Mark Mr. Leith and T s it on the veranda.
In ray room an hour later I sat down to thing from which sonl and sense had for- over, lest they should carry information1
Graham. Something in his countenance “Not a word,” he answered. “The mys- read the manuscripthe had given me.
ever gone away— and nothing more. to their eounirymen. So it came abont
stifftled me.
tery is the same to-day as it was at first.”
And this is what I read:
Nothing more! Oh, God, could anything that Mr. Key was on board one of the
“Why, Mark, old fellow, how are you?”
Just then I heard a slow, languid step
“I am accursed. I have attempted the be more terrible than ihe'sightof it to me? British ships while the battle was going
I said, shaking hands with him. “I didn't in the hall, and presently a man with the
work of a God, and lost my soul!
“Days went by. I felt a strange weak- on.
expect to see you here. What’s happened most unearthly face I ever saw came out
"I am dying slowly. Every day I feel
The fleet moved up on September 19,
to you since 1 saw you last? You look ns and joined us. It was more like a shadowy myself growing weaker. Slowly, but ness creepingover me. My vitality was
leaving me.
if you had seen a ghost.”
and at sunrise on the 23rd the ships
outline of flesh and blood than like flesh surely, my life is being drained away, and
“Do you guess the truth?— that the life opened fire on the fort. The fight that
“Do I?” he said, with a ghastly kind of a and blood itself. Have you never held
soon the end will come. And then — oh
I had called back was a vampire one, liv•mile, and I fancied his voice had changed your hand before a candle in a dark place,
followed was a fierce one, which lasted
God!— I dare not say my God— then—
ing upon my vitality, draining away from
as much as his looks. He was usually one
and seen how transparentit seemed? It
“Before I die I must make confession of
till midnight,and the Americans on
me daily my strength and my life? Such
of the jolliestfellows to be found any- was so with this man's face. The sonl, the
ray awful crime. I dare not die with it unboard the British ship could not make
was
the
case..
I
have
grown
weaker
and
where.
spirit,or whatever it is that is the center told.
weaker slowly bnt surely, and some day the out in the darkness which side had the
“Yes, you do,” I answered. “Wbat’s the
and source of intelligence,seemed to shine
“I loved my cousin Alice. To me, she
last drop of the vital element will be best of it. Even after the tiring ceased,
trouble? The train isn't dne for half an through it.
was the one woman of the world. She was
drained from me, and then the thing up- Key paced the deck of the ship in an
hour yet. Let’s go somewhere and sit
“My nephew, Max Cramer,” Mr. Leith more to me than God, or my sonl. For
stairs will turn to dust, at last, and — God, agony of fear for his native city. He
down, and you can tell me all abont it; that said, and wheeled an easy chair forward for
love of her I have lost her, and my soul!
God, God! have mercy upon me, and blot knew that a British land force had made
is, if there's anything to tell.”
him. “Max, as yon sec, is in feeble health,
“I went away from her, leaving her in
We went across the track to where some and I have urged him to come out and
me utterly out of existence— let it be as if an attack on the other side of the town,,
the flush of rosy, beautifulhealth. I came
stunted pines grew, and found a seat under
I had never been!
breathe the spring air.”
but ho could not learn what the result
back to find her dead. Dead! The woman
“I have written this for someone to read
them quite free from all intrusion.
Max Cramer sat down and leaned his I loved had left my world and gone away
had been. He bad seen the bombardwhen the end comes. The end, say I? The
“So you think I look as if I had seen a
head wearily buck against the crimson somewhere into the hereafter.
ment of the fort, but he could not seei
beginning,
rather,
of
an
eternity
of
remorse
ghost, eh?” said Mark. “Well. I haven’t, cloth of the chair. His face against snch
“I came back on a night of storm and
for
my
sin.
I
sought
to
baffle God. I whether it had fallen under the lire of;
butjl feel about the same as if I had. You
a background looked fragile ns frost-work. darkness. Coming near the house, I saw
know I was at Melrose when that terrible The blue veins showed startlingly on his lights moving in the library, and lookiug dared to raise my voice against the decree the ships or had beaten them off, ns the
of Omnipotence, and terriblehas the pun- vessel he was on was at some distance,
affair happened,I suppose.”
thin hands and almost fleshless temples. through the half-closed shutters, I saw a
ishment been. Pity mo! I was mad. I in the rear and the night was dark.
“What terrible affair?” I asked. “I have He might be of the earth, earthy, but I
long, grim shape lying in the center of the
just come from the North Woods, and could not make it seem that ho was fiesto(-room’, abont which some men and women knew not what I did. But I know now-I
It is easy to imagine what his feelings
have lost Alice. I have lost my soul. Oh
haven't bad a letter or seen a paper for a
were as he waited through the long
and
like —
stood. When they lifted the cloth that cov*« blood,
~ — — —
---pity me! But I ask no one to pray for me.
month.”
And such a sorrowful face as it was!t It ered the face I saw that the woman who
hours from midnight till morning for
Prayers would avail nothing, for my pun“Then you didn’t know that Alice Leith haunted me when I looked away, and some
was lying there dead was my Alice.
the first light of dawn to show him
ishment is just.”
was dead?”
kind of strong fascinationin it would draw
“Oh, the anguish of that awful moment!
I turned a shocked and startled face upon
The manuscript dropped from my tremb- whether or not the star spangled banmy eyes back to it. Was that shadow in Had I lost her? In the land to which her
my friend.
ling
bands as I finished read’ng it. A ner still floated over the fort. It was
the far-seeingeyes one of regret, remorse, feet had wandered would I ever find her
“That doesn’t seem possible, Mark. I or repentance? It was one, or all, and he again? Oh, God, not my God! if I had strange terror took possession of me. I during that anxious time of waiting that
left her two months ago the picture of permade mo think of some fallen angel who loft it all to Thee, I might have found caught sight of mv face in the glass as I he wrote on the back of an old letter
fect health. When did she die?”
pines for his lost estates, and is fading out her, somewhere, sometime in the after went to the door. It was white as the face the stanza:
“About two weeks ago. She died very of life because the consciousness of the sin world, but not now, not now! For her of the dead man ud stairs.
“Oh, sav, can you soe. by tho dawn’s early light.
uddenly. For the last two weeks,— ever by which ho fell cannot be shaken off, and soul, one world, and for mine another.
I went to Alice’s father and put the What so proudly wo hailed at tho twilight's last
gleaming,
since the night after her death, in fact,—
he is haunted night and day by the specter
“Standingthere outside the window, a strange narrative in his hands. Somehow Whoso brood strinos and bright stars throngh
we have been hunting for her body.”
I could not feel that it was not true, and
of dead hopes and dreams. It was a face thought came to me like a lightning-flash.
' 0.if the
the clouds
«..v fight
“My God, Mark, what do you mean?” I that had once been fair to look upon. It I remembered that once she had said to me yet, c.ouUl such things be?
O'er tho ramparts we watched were so gallantly
cried, startled by his words and look.
When he had rend it he rose up from his
had been a strangely powerful face in days that if she were dead, and 1 willed that she
And thorSW red glare,tho bomb bursting in
•Was— was she drowned?”
gone by. A mind that had been intense in should come back to me from the other e^air, but his limbs shook so that he could
air,
“No, she died at home, but”— and here
action had looked out through those dreary world, she believed she would come in an- hardly stand. His face was pale as I felt Gave proof through tho night that our flog was
my friend’s voice was low, as if he hardly eyes which now seemed to see nothing bnt swer to the call of soul to soul. IVcw she my own to be,
siiuinero;
still there
Oh, say, does that star-spanoledbanner
yet ward.
liked to speak the strange truth aloud—
“It reads like a madman’s fancies, but
shadows unseen to others. I saw at a really lost to me, after all? Could I not
O’er
the
laud of the free and the home of tha.
“her body was stolen the night after her
it
impresses
me
with
an
awful
sense
of
glance that before me was the wreck of a call back soul and breath to this form of
brave?''
death, aud we have been searchingfor it
having been written by a man whose constrong intellect.
cloy?
When
the long-looked-for morning
over since, and have found not a single
“Instantly my mind was absorbed by that science forced him to tell the truth,” he
He sat there for perhaps an hour, never
came,
the
patriotic poet at last learned:
trace of it.”
said. “Of course, though, he was insane
once looking at or speaking to me. Indeed, one idea. To think was to act. I climbed
I think my face must have told Mark how
the joyous truth that “our flag was still!
and
imagined
these
things,”
he
added.
he did not seem to be conscious of my into the room throngh one of the windows,
horrifiedI was, for he gave a nervous little
took the body in my arms; and bore it by “This story cannot^be true. Experience, there,” that the British were beaten;
presence.
langh and said:
By and by he rose and walked unsteadily an unused stairway leading from the roar reason, everything is an argument against both by land and by soa, that tho city,
“It’s your turn to look as if you had seen
it. But”— with a sudden start— “he of his birth was saved, and that he still
toward the door. Mr. Leith sprang up to of the library to my room, and through
o ghost. But I suppose you’d like to hear
the
that to my tower-chamber, where I knew says he stole her body
had a country free, strong and uncon-,
as-ist him, but he waved him back.
the particularsof this most mysterious afnight
his
return.
do
“Do
not come with me,” he said, and it would be safe.
quered. When he went ashore he wrote
fair, and I will give them briefly. Miss
not know what became of it. There may
“I laid the body down in the solitude of
though Mr. Leith insisted on^being allowed
out the whole of his poem and read it,
Leith was taken suddenly ill, and died on
that lonesome room. Then I lighted a bo some truth in this, at least. Shall we go
to Judge Nicholson, one of the men who*
the second day. Several of us were visit- tinie p him up the stairs, he resolutelyreup
to
his
room
in
the
tower,
and
see
what
lamp, and set it at her head, trembling in
ing at Melrose, and her illness was so brief fused all assistance.
had fought to defend the fort. The;,
“Poor Max,” the old man said, coming strange excitement, yet feeling a strength evidence that has to give?”
that none of us had gone away when it
1 bowed— I could not speak. The spell Judge took it at once to a printer, and:
I had never felt before. I almost felt myended in death. Being there at the time it back and sitting down by me. “His life is
of an indescribable terror was upon me.
had it printed as a hand-bill and dis-|
self a God in that awful moment. Ah, if
happened, we of coarse were expected to in the same shadow that has fallen so
We
went up stairs, and throngh Max tributed among tho glad citizens ofj
I
could
have
died
then!
God
of
heaven
darkly about myself and family. Ho was
itay until after the funeral. On the night afCramer’s room. I dared not look at the
Baltimore. The song was set to music,;
to have married Alice. He was away from and earth, why didst thou not smite me
ter she died there were four of us ‘watching
white shape that I know was King on the
with a shaft from thy strong bow of venhome
when
she
died.
He
came
back
on
and sung in the theaters, in private,
with the dead,’ as they say in the country.
bed in the corner. We seemed lobe in the
the
day
after her body was stolen. He has geance?
Her body was in the library,and we occhamber of an awful mystery, a mystery houses, and on tho streets, and every“I knelt down beside her. I took both
where throughout tho conntry, men,;
cupied a small parlor opening off it. Ones never been the same person since that ha
her hands in mine and held them fast. of the invisible world more than
in half an hour we went in to wet the cloth was before. He was always differentfrom
this.
tbd women and children joyfully took it up.;
other people. He was educated at Heidel- Then I called up all the energy of my will,
4hat covered her face, and see that everyand bent it upon the awful task I had un- idea of death that terrifiedus, but the From that day to this “The Star Spanthing was as it should be.. It was a very berg, and I think German metaphysics
strange and improbablestory we had read gled Banner” has been the song that!
Alice,’ I cried,
took
iiuu& too
un; strong
Duimg a uuiu
hold of him
»,***. for his own dert
— •--—7 _ with the voice
---wild and stormy night, ana the rain fell in
had been powerful enough iu its influence can most quiokly and deeply stir the,
good.
He
caine back to ns a dreamer. Alice of my soul, ‘come back. I willed that life
torrents. The wind blew so that nothing
to make us feel, in a measure, as its writer hearts of Americans. — Harper’s Young
loved him, and studied wilh him, and took should start to action again iu the form becould be heard save the dash of the rain
must have felt. It had token possession
a IAVV|S
deep interest
I I
. fore me. My whole power
was concentrated
«*
All tvl vn V in
AAA his strange fancies, but
— — - —
”
---People. __
_
.against the house, and the hours, as we sat
of our senses with its weiid unreality.
never cared to trouble myself about them, in that one idea. If eartn had gone to wreck
.there next to the room in which lay the
We paused in silent dread at the door of
Douglass Jerrold observed: “Myl
He has a laboratory in the tower you see at about me then I should not have known it.
always awful mystery of death, seemed as
the tower-room. We felt as if we stood be- notion of a wife at 40 is that a man,
the corner of the houso.andno one ever sets •* ‘Come back, spirit called life,’ I kept
.long as davs ought to. As the clock was
fore the door of the other world. Whot should be able to change her, like a
foot in it save himself. Under it is his ! saying over and over. Time went by, and
jitriking midnight, we went in for the last
studv, and there he remains from morning I heeded it not. I fancied that I felt a lay beyond its threshold?
bank note, for two twenties.”
.lime to wet the face-cloths.When we crossed
A gust of wind came shrieking np the
till night, busy over his wild theories.I warmth stealinginto the hands I held, and
.the threshold of the room at half post
go there but seldom. The atmosphere t that I saw a faint color coming ipto the face stairway os some door below was opened, The King’s palace in Corea is now
‘twelve, it was empty. Fr6m that lime to
seems too heavily charged with uncanny I wa'ched wlh such terrible intensity. A and the door before us swung open os if by
•this no trace has been found of the body
lighted with electricity.
elementsto be agrwablo to me. What wild thrill of exaltation leaped like fire invisiblehands. With frightened eyes we
*f AUce Leith.”
.
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WHAT

When you

WARNER’S SAFE CURE
CURES AND WHY.
Congestionof the Kidneys, Back
Ache.
InflAmmatlon of the Kidneys, Bladder

viait

Important
or leave New York

THX HOTEL GLEBE’S

STORY.

Victory at Last.

|

City, i»ve

Consumption, the greatest curse of the age,
It is the fashion among many so-called ! the destroyer of thousands of our brightest
baggage, expreeaage,and $3 carriage hire, and
atop at the Grand Union Hotel, oppoaite humoriststo represent the American hotel and best, is conquered, it is no lohger incurable. Dr. Heroj's “Golden Medical DisGrand Central Depot
clerk as a lordly and superciliousbeing, who, covery" is a certain remedy for ibis terrible
013 rooms, fitted up at a coat of one million
with a headlight diamond in his immaculate disease If taken lu time. All scrufulonsdisdollars. 91 and upwards per day. European
eases— oonsumpiJonis a scrofulous affection
plan. Elevator. Restaurantsuppliedwith the shirt front and a look of contemptuousdis- ol the lungs— can be cured by it Its edeots
best Horso cars, stages,and elevatedrail- dain upon his elassio features,sends tired In diseases of the throat aud lungs are little
road to all depota. Familiescan live better for
and travel-stainedarrivals off to impossible less than miraculous.All druggists have it.
less money at the Grand Union Hotel than at
regions in the fifteenth story, or haughtily
any other first-classhotel in the city.
“It is the modest man in tho restaurantwho
refuses them any lodging whatever.
gets the bad oysters,” remarks a Philadelphia
w(
to the victim go the
A Few Pointed Remarks.
The fact is that the true American hotel caterer. In other words,
spoils.

or Urinary Organs.

It ain’t always the best rooster that clerk is an invaluable feature of our civilcrows tho loudest
ization. The time of the arrivals and deIt ain’t always the best wife that partures of all the trains on all the railCatarrh of the Bladder, Gravel, Stone,
talks the sweetest.
roads is at his tongue’s eud; he is full of
Dropey, Enlarged Prostate Gland,
It ain’t always your best friend that
information about what is interesting at tho
has the most gush.
Impotenoy or General Debilitheaters, and of stories of acton and acIt ain’t always the new broom that
ty, Bright's Disease.
tresses who have stopped at his hotel, and
sweeps the cleanest.
It ain’t always the cunningestfox withal a kindly man, who, if the house is
Because it is the only remedy that ketches the fattest goose.
crowded, will let yon sleep on a billiard
known that has power to expel the uric acid and
It ain’t always the best husband that table. Mr. W. P. Hammond, who is clerk
urea, of which there are some 500 grams secreted
makes the biggest promises.
at the West End Hotel, 503 and 505 West
each day as the result of museniar action, and
It ain’t always the man with the bigMadison street, Chicago, is of this obliging
aufficient,if retained in the blood, to kill six gest stomach that can hold the most
dispositionand is always ready to give any
men. It it the direct cause of all the above licker.
informationregarding the hotel to those
1 kno a grate menny men that get a
diseases, as well as of Heart Disease, Rheuwho seek it. The accomplishedlandlady
matism, Apoplexy,Paralysis,Insanity, and verry good livin by mindin their own
of the West End has recently sufferedwith
bissiness.
Death.
rheumatism. The story of her cure is thus
“It
is
better
to
give
than
to
receive.”
This great specific relieves the kidneysof too
much blood, frees them from all irritants, re- I should think so myself if I was to get told by Clerk Hammond:
stores them to healthyaction by its certain and into a row.
“Our landlady was taken with quite a
If wo could keep our wishes down to
soothing power.
severe attack of rheumatism in the lower
our means when we can’t raise our
IT
Jaundice, Enlimbs, suffering much pain and being
means up to our wishes, there would be
largement of the liver, Abscess and Catarrhof
scarcelyable to walk. She heard of Athmore contentment in the world.
the Bile Ducts, Biliousness, Headache, Furred
lophoros and of the cures it had effected,
If you want to pratice ekonomee in and sent me to the drug store to buy a bottle
Tongue, Sleeplessness, Languor, Debility, Conyour household affairs,uSe the same of it. I got it, and in half an hour's time
stipation, Gall Stones, and every unpleasant
quantity ov things when they’re cheap after she bad taken the first dose she felt
symptom which results from liver complaint
as you do when they’re deer.
relieved, and in a few days tho rheumatism
Because it has a specific and'
It wo ild be a happy thing for us if was entirely gone.”
positive action on the liver as well as on the kid“How much did she take?”
we could enter on a new life when we
neys, increasing the secretion and flow of bile,
“About one bottle.”
enter on a new year, burying our past
“Has she had any return of the pain?”
regulates its elaborating function, removes unsins, as the days ov the past yeer are
“Not to my knowledge,”replied Mr.
heal thfnl formations,and, in & word, restores bury'd never again to rise.
Hammond, “and I am certainshe would be
it to natural activity, without which health is
Ef you want to be popular, and be likely to say somethingabout it if she had.
an Impossibility.
called a “clever fellow,” keep a demmy- She speaks of Athlophorosin the highest
IT
Fomal° Com- john of whisky, and segars in yure terms, aud has recommended it to many.
plaints, Leucorrhcea,Displacements,Enlarge- house to treat your friends. There’s a In one case I remember tho cure was as
ments, Ulceration, Painful Menstruation,
makes grate many ways to the hart, but I’ve quick as in her own.”
The accuracy of Clerk Hammond’sstatePregnancy safe, prevents Convulsions and remark’d that the nearest way is through
ments
is fully confirmedby the landlady
Child-Bed Fever, and aids nature by restoring the mouth.
herself, who is not averse to having it
functional activity.
There’s a grate manuy sorts ov folkes
known how she was cured.
^ ti1096 troubles, as is well and a grate manuy sorts ov roses in the “I will tell you something about my
known by every physician of education,arise world. And it wouldn’t be fare to con- cure,” she said to a visitor who called to
from congestion and impaired kidney action, dem all the loses, an’ say there ain’t no learn the facts in her case. “I was so
oaosing stagnationof the blood vessels and fragrance in enny ov them, because the lame aud sufferedso much pain that it was
impossible for me to bend my limbs or
breaking down, and this is the beginning and one you plucked had thorns and hurt
walk around my room without taking hold
your
fingers.—
Sef/i
Slocum,
in
Yonthe direct cause of all the ailmentsfrom which
of the back of a chair for support. My
kers
Gazette.
women suffer, and must as surely fellow as
relief, after taking tho first dose of Athlo-

WHY ?

CURES ALSO

Having the Lawyers.
“The

MALT
BITTERS,

thing wo do, let's kill all the law-

first

yers." This is rather a blood thirsty proposition, which we modify by offering to cure If you wish * certain cure far *11 Bloodj
this worthy class of people. Most of them diseases. Nothing was ever Inventedthat will
suffer (In common with nearly all others of cleanse the BIocmI and purify the System equal
|o Hope and MALT Bitters. It toaea
sedentary habits), from the Injurious effects
up the System, puts new Blood in your
of dyspepsia,indigestion, piles, loss of appe- veins, restores your lost appetite and
tite, and other ailments caused by a consti- sleep, sod brings you perfect Bealth. It

_

pated habit of the body. Dr. Pierce's “Pleas- never

bell that cracked and refusedto peal any more.

’lain Questions for Invalids.— Have tho

I

routine medicinesof the profession done you
Robert Turner,
no good? Aro you discouragedand miserable?*
If so, tost tho properties of tho great Vegetable
Specific, Dr. Walker's California Vinegar
BITIEHS CO, Onrar, Acs
Bitters, tho fiuost iuvigoraut, corrective aud
NAMR
QUICK
hr Prof. Moody*! N«« IlluiUkMa
alterative that has ever soon tho light, and

M

MPsTyiLT

you will find

.

Hook on br*** M*kin<.
*ud Stall*
t
Jtiiul*,.etc.
A seal*Mil 10 tdajr.l‘roMOOlU.UMUaUl.(L

EVERY HOUSEKEEPER
1IEB

Physicians Have Found Out
That a contaminating ami foreign element in
edged by thousands of onr best medical men to the blood, developedby indigestion,1b tho cause
be the only true blood pur\fier is becauseit acta of rheumatism.This settlesupon the sensitive
upon scientificprinciples, striking at the very sub-cutaneouscovering of the muscles and ligaroot of the disorder by its action on the kidneys ments of the joints; causing constant and shiftand liver. For, if these organs were kept in ing pain, and aggregatingas a calcareous,
health all the morbid waste matter, so deadly chalky deposit, which produces stiffness and
poisonous if retainedin

the

body,

is

passed out.

distortionof tho joints.

No

fact,

which experi-

ence has demonstratedin regard to Hostetter’s

On the contrary,if they are deranged, the
Stomach Bitters,has stronger evidence to supadds are taken up by the blood, decomposing
port than this, namely, that this medicine
it and carrying death to tho most remote part

comprehensive uses checks the formidable
and atrocious disease, nor is it less positively
established that it is preferableto tho poisons
often used to arrest it, since the medicine contains only salutary ingredients.It is also a signal remedy for malarial fevers,constipation,dyspepsia, kidney and bladder ailmrfhts,debility
and other disorders.Bee that you get tho genuof

of the body.

WHY
afflict

K* percent of all diseaseswhich

humanity arise from impaired kidneys,

shown by medical authorities.Warner's

is

Safe Cure, by its direct action, positively restores them to health and full working ca-

ine.

padty, nature curing all the above diseasesherself

when the cause

is

removed, and wo guaran-

tee that Warner’s Safe Cure is a positive preventive if taken in time.

As you value health take

How

Works on

It

the Other Side.

English Magistrate (a nobleman and
land proprietor just returned home

OWN LAUNDBE88.

starch and polish Hhlrts, Collars, and
Cuffb better than laundries. Bend 2-cent stomp

How

“Better late than never,” but bettor never
lata when troubled with a cough or cold. Take

to

to

CHiCAUO LAUNDRY,

Agents Wanted.

WELL

180 WsilshL,
Cnieago.

DOES IT PAT!

MAKING.

Free catalogue tells what cut-

and 11.

Beer is injurious to the system only when
drinkingit becomes too systematical—PAifadelphia Cull.

WHY ?

Warner’s Safe Care is acknowl-

Sew

SEND
KJCuiUai,

relief.

If it took coffee as long to settle as some
men, a good many of us would driuk water.—
JlerchanlTraveler

CURES ALSO

WHY

KldnST

—Boston Times.

WHY?

night does the day.

give relief In all cases of

falls to

ant lurgatlvePellets" eradicate all these or Liver Troubles, Biliousness, Indfdisorders m promptly removing tho cause gestlbn, Constipation, Sick Headaches, Dym
pc psla, Nervous disorders, and all Fsmala
thereof, and Induce u rare degree of comfort
Complaintsi when properly taken It is awns
aud health.
cure. Thousands have been benefited by It
in this and other Western States. It is the beet
“I tolled you so," said the sexton to the

phoros, was almost immediate. In fact,
after taking a few doses I was well and
have not been troubled since. At the
same time that I was suffering from the
rheumatism,there was a lady boardingin
my hotel who was suffering with facial
neuralgia so much that it was impossible
for her to sit up. I advised her to try ‘my
remedy,’ that being the name I have for

need & friend select a true ona
Clover Tonio is the best friend
mankind lias for all diseases of the stomach,
liver,and kidney* The best blood purifierand
touic known. • 60 cents.
An actress

When

Drives tuhlng or enlarges hola
below It Runs with wonderful
ease, and drops tools 70 or 00

Red

is like

she gets

mad

JLyon’N Patent Metallic Stiffeners prevent Loots and shoes from running over,
ripping in tbe seams, or wearing unevenly
on tbe heels.

AAA

times a minute) Horse or
steam power used.
We also make machines and tools for
boring large wells.

a little girl in one respect—
she won’t play.— AVw York

CLYDESDALE AND ENGLISH
SHIRE HORSES.

BUYS AN IMPROVED GRAIN, STOCK
and Tobicco Farm. Blocks. Impleet once to C.B. WOLF. Pulaski, Ky.

ments, &c. Apply

j

Ad sctlvt Mas or Woman

—
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On.

In

trrrj
Large importationar-

"vince. Canvtiiinx outfitFRKKi PtrtlruUri

Dm. HtanrtsrdBIWor.ware
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baring fariiitlo*being
P*y,

QUICK
_ _
te for

Auguat IS, and
more to follow, Onr
rive*l

W**«

on hour lor oitoor sox. fH.oo
sample* freo. Bend stamp and
coro a nleasnnt winter'*bualneas.
(i. B. MerrillA Oo., Ohioago,111.
I grow them myself and tost
them before selling. They are
fresh and reliable, don’t buy

w

.

unequalnd. there is np
such opportunity of

fared
e
w
.. *°A procure first-daM animals of
choicestbreeding at ysry lowest prices. Evury anicholoast
mal duly recorded and guaranteed. Torma to suit au
Joguea on
customers.Catalogues
ou application.

GALBRAITH DRON.. Jano'Vttt*.Wla.

any coed from second hand
mr splendid IllustratedC«tieBUCKBKB, Rockford, Ul^

H. W.

to go

_

cuttings to surface at
each stroke 1-Tests the water
without taking out tools.

When you

Dr. Jones1

Athlophoros. After she had taken two
doses of it sho was well, and tho next thing
I knew I saw her rushing for a street-car

up town. My confidence in Athlophoros canuot be shaken. I find it a positive cure for nervous headache and shall
always keep some in the hotel, as I cannot
afford to suffer from rheumatism, neuralgia,
or any such trouble while I can get a medicine like Athlophoros.”
If you cannot get Athlophorosof your druggist, we will send it, expresspaid, on receipt of
regular price— one dollar per bottle. We prefer
that you buy it from your druggist, but If he
hasn't it, do not be persuaded to iff somethin*
else, bnt order at once from us, u directed.
At ulophobos Co., 112 Wall street, New York.

pump

_

lates

____
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VK
liver

and kidneys, and will reatore
health, however lost.
Vinegar Bitter* Is tbe
best remedy discovered for
promoting digestion, curing
headache aud increasing the
vital powers.
Vinegar Bitter* osslmthe food, regulates the stomach aud bow-

giving healthy and natural sleep.
the great disease preenter, and stands at the heaaof all family remdie*. No house should ever be without It
Vinegar Bitter* cures Malarial,Biliousand
ither fevers, diseases of the Heart, Liver and
Cldneys, and a hundred other painful disorders.
Send for either of our valuable reference
looks for ladles, for farmers, for merchants,our
iledlcal Treatise on Diseases, or our Catechism
id Intemperanceand Tobacco,which last should
le in the h*"d» of every child and youth in the
sountry.
two of the above books mailed free on
eoeipt of four cents for registrationfees.
ls,

Vinegar Bitter* is

Bit
Catafegae.

vrltbeat
prices DEFY
are NEW,

oJ

ITION, aid Needs

~ RELIABLE.

FREE
Frails,
Ui

fas hear from yea.

THFST0RR8 A HARRII
•AUTESVILLE, LAKE

CO.,

OHIO.

fiom a hunting excursion on the plains
A young man asks: “When ia the best time
dreum- of the far West, where he slaughtered to move?* When is his rent due?— AVto York
Graphic,
stances keep all the vital functionsnp to par.
innumerable buffalo and antelope)—
For sudden* colds, hoarseness,or irritation
We also guarantee a cure and beneficial “This is a case of poaching, is it?”
of the throat* take Ayer's Cherry Pectoral
Constable— “Yes, your worship.”
effect for each of the foregoingdiseases, also
E. M.— “What have you to say to
that every case of liver and kidney trouble
The barber is the chap who knows how to
Any
manipulate the polls.
can be cured where degenerationhas not taken the charge, prisoner ?”
Prisoner (an American) — “I was not
place, and even then benefit will surely bo deDry and gray hair will become moist and IH. McDonald Drug Co., MS Washington81, N. Y.
”
rived. In every instance it has established its aware, your honor
dark by the use of Hall’s Hair Reuewcr.
A.
FACE, HANDS, FEET,
E. M.— “You mustn’t say, vour honpltlm.
w4 aU tb.tr tapwtatUw*,tecMIag FmW,
A
good
many
marriages
come
out
of
a
tenor; you must say, your worship.”
HOEsaa i
A8 A
PURIFIER,
P.— “I wasn’t aware, your worship, nis court— ifcwton Budget.
WTVBlack HmiU. Scm», ^tU"! ^Mr UwljM.t,
particularly in the spring, it is uneqnaled,for
that it was against the law to shoot a
wishing good, reliable stork are invitedto call sod see
Free to Ministers,Lawyers, Doctors,
you cannot have pure blood when tho kidneys
my stock, which now number about loo head. Terms
partridge. ”
ami prices to suit purchasers. All stock sold nnder s
and Teachers.
or liver are ont of order.
guaruntee
of Ikiuik breeders. 1 hsve also soma vsrF
E. M.— “Ignoranceof the law exSpencer’s Alligator Press I
Look to your conditionat once. Do not postIf you will get your dealer to order from
cuses no one. Where do you live?”
his wholesale druggist one dozen bottles
pone treatment for a day nor an hour. The
P.— “I am an American.”
Warner’s White Wine of Tar Syrup—
doctors cannot compare recordswith us. Give
E. M.— “That being the case I will
yourself thorough constitutionaltreatment dischargeyou. But lot this be a warn- ihe best remedy in the itorld for Coughs,
Colds, Asthma, Catarrh, and ConsumpWith Warner’s Safe Cure, and there are yet ing. If you offend in like manner
tion, I will send two bottlesfree. Recommany years of life and health assured you!
again I will commit you for trial. You mend to your friends. Send name of
can go.”— Bouton Courier.
druggist who gives the order. Map of Holy
n
A VCEI
lb S. ft A. p. La GET. Patent
will ship this Way u/i/fAkrow /Veos to onyplsre
fP H I
1 V Attonieys.WuhlnKton.D.C.
Land free with medicine. Address Dr. C. onI condition
that if lour men and one team rrinot
I n I lalW w Instructions and opinions
MtopstentabflltrFREK. 0^17 rears' experience.
Too wdl known to mod lengthy advertise- D. Warner, Chicago. 111. All druggists. Piths H. OOO pounds of hay in one hour, and not drive
the tram faster than a wsfk. you xnsy keen tbe Press
ANUKACfuitERS desirinR export trade and their ments— Dr. Bale’s Catarrh Remedy.
without pay. For conditions,circulars, he., addrena
IVL forwarding interests proucrlyattended to should
The Man In the Moon*
J. A. BPKNUKK. Dwight, D». _
have a responsible agent of 20 roart’ experience in
How does the sailorknow there Is a man in the
Satisfied with Ihe Assertion.
the commissionbusiness and requirements abroad
moon? Because he has been to see (sea), and
and all shipping detail.Transhipping free beyond
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it

to avoielsickness,

under

all
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BLOOD

FORCOUCHS, CROUP AND
CONSUMPTION USE

pM VC

__

Prettiest Illustrated

seed-catalogue

lever printed. Cheapest
[A best SEEDS grown.
t Gardeners trade a spe.
dally. Packetsonly 3c.
Cheap as dirt by os. & lb.
Postage or Exp. paid.

_
All

^

Psopli AppreciateHonast Goods.

Wife— “The larder is empty.”
states that whenever he has a cough or cold he
Husband — “So is my pocket-book.” takes Taylor’s Cherokee Remedy of Sweet Gum
and Mullein.
Wife — “The coal is gone.”
Husband— “So is my credit.”
I hare been afflicted with catarrh for 20
Wife— “We have no flour in the years. It bad become chronic, and there waa

house.”

Husband— “And I have no money.”
Wife (emphatically)—“Well, we can’t
starve.”

Husband (relieved) —“Thank goodness. I was afraid we should have to.”
—Bouton Beacon.
The Great German Physician.

The remarkable phase in tho practice of Dr.
Peter W. Schmidt (froquontiy called Dr. Pete)
is, he never asked one to describe their disease
but tells each one their trouble without asking
a question. His success is phenomenal His
practice enormous.He is sought after by hunARE ALL PURE WOOL.
dreds wherever he goes, because he cures when
Always look well and give long eon-ice. Coots of the every other physicianand remedy have failed.
genuine article hire on a silk banger, ‘Only gar- He has allowedhis groat medicines, Golden Seal
ments ma e from Middlesex Flannels bear this hanger. WENDELL., FAY A CO.. Agents, MID- Bitters and Lung Food for Consumption, to be
DLESEX CO.” Boston, Now York, Philadelphia. offered to tho suffering, and we assert without
fear of successfulcontradiction
that there is
SOLD BY ALL LEADING CLOTHIERS. no disease they will not cure. Thousands of
bottleshave been sold Thousands of brokendown and discouragedinvalids saved. Send to
Golden Seal Bitters Company, Holland City,
Midi., for Facts for tho Million! Free.

MIDDLESEX

IM-BLUE

FUNNEL SOUS

A Remedy
Life Experience. Remarkable and
quick cures. Trial Packages. Send
stamp for sealed particulars.Address
Dr.

WARD A 00.

Louisiana, Mo.
WORLD Is

|a

Isaac Thompson’s

||

fba OLDEST MEDICINE In tM

I

probably Dr.

Uelebrated Eye WateBl
d physician’*pretuae for nearly a

for

Lung

Diseases.

Dr. Robert Newton, late President of the
Edectic College of the City of New York, and
formerly of Cincinnati, Ohio, used DR.

HALL’S BALSAM very
practice, as

many of his

and restored

to

WM.

extensivelyin his

a constant droppiug Qf mucous matter from
the roof of my mouth. It extended to
throat, causing hoarseness and groat difficulty In speaking: Indeed, for years 1 waa not
able to apeak more than thirty minutes, and
often this with great difficulty.I a:ao, to a
great extent, lost the sense of hearing in tho
left ear, and of taste. By the use of Elys
Cream Balm I have received more relief
than from all other remedies besides. All
dropping of mucous has ceased and my voice
and hearing are greatly improved.— Jas. W.

my

health by the nse of this inval-

'.

N. Y.

and

pectoral complaints.

cue*.

hue

£

ivnzsKitii'Siu?

AND MULLEIN.

The Sweet Gum from s tree of the same ni
vowing In tbe Booth. Combined with steam
rotn the Mullein plant of tho old field*. Fori
f!S

“205

ti

Nothing; afforded me any

relief for

3 months’ treatment for 50o. Plso’s
edy for Catarrh. Sold by druggist*.

Rem-

=

//

GREEN

i

their fuil duty, sleep 1h restored,the swell
nearly gone. the Htreuathiucreoeed.
and;
good. We are oomtantiy curing coses
<

always

has no equal for all

OF SWEET GUM

DROPSY

DR. H.

*

cures Consomption,

morn
BICISKMams

Mensman’s Peptonized Beep Tonic, the
only preparationof beef containing Its entire nutritiousproperties. It conta ns bloodmaking, force generating,and life sustaining
$1.00
properties:invaluable for Indigestion,dyspepsia, nervous prostration, aud all forms of
Broadway* NEWYORK’-roK^NE-vTAR"
general debility: also, In all enfeebled condiUii best aid to qood wrifinq published.
tions, whether tho result of exhaustion,nervous prostration, over work, or aoute disease,
H.
Ac eONf*.
particularly If resulting from pulmonary
Specialist*for Thirteen Years Past,
complaints. Caswell Hazard Sc Co., proprie- Have treated Drop-y and IU complications with the
most wonderfulsuccess; use vegetable remedies,
tors, New York. Sold by druggists.
entirely hat mle-s. Remove all symptoms of dropsy UMOf £.
eiubt to twenty days.
A New Idea embraced in Ely’s Cream inGore
patitntqpronouncedhopeless by the best of
Balm. Catarrh is cured by cleansing and
PiromUto*e
first dose the symptoms rapidly disap- eone* Complete restorationto Health and Vigor
healing,not by drying up. It is not a liquid
pear, and in ten days at least two-thirdsof oil sympor mulT, but is easily appl od with the finger. tom* lire removed. .
Borne may cry burnt .
Its effect is magical and a thorough treatIt IP mi mbtr.it (
i not cost you
ment will euro the worst cases. Price 60 about
realixe the merits of onr
.....
it tor
yourasiL'
Plso’s Remedy for Catarrh Is the
cents. At drug lists. 60 cents by mall. Ely ten days the difficulty of breathing
is rel
Best, Easiest to Use, and Cheapest.
pulse regular, the urinary organs made to
Bros., Owego, N. Y.

rheumatism until 1 tried Athlophoros.I
used four boitles of the medidae, md have
said that so good a remedy ought to be pre- not felt any rheumatismsince. It Is a valuascribedfreely by every physician as a sover- ble medio.no. Do<ph Hotehk.ss, 610 Han cock
eign remedy in all cases of long diseases. It Street, Peoria,111

He

t tay cur* i aonoimeanmnMtoitopuren ror
ttm* and tfi.nhav# them
ng^
s ragh
eat rare. I hat* mud! th* dlM«ee of FIT* iriLKTSY
or FALLING
Iongstodf. /warrtntmy
remedy to core th# worst
•there
failedfi no reason for not now racstvlng aesre. S*nd at

Davidson, Attorney at Law, Monmouth.
Warren County. Ill

patients, now living,

uable medicine, can amply testify.

CURE FITS!
ilI

IWhen

a

n, bow long afflicted.

B

CATARRH

0.

N. U.

|
No. 10-88

PHOENIX

Board of Education.

JAS.

HUNTLEY,

CUTTERS and SLEIGHS.
II

1

M|— IIW^

'

Holland, Mich., March 1, 1986.
Regular meellng. Members present:
Ranters, Kremers, De Koo, McBride,
Beach and Harrington. Ins. Harrington

Cheap Cash Store!
IThe undersignedhas purchased the store and
stock of goods of M. Jonkman, on River street,

I

The minutes of Dec. 7th, ’85, Jan. 4th,
Jan. 11th, Feb. 1st, Feb. 8th, and Feb.
18th, were read and approved as read.
The Committee on Teachers reported
that they had engaged Miss Lizzie Van
der Meulen as teacher for Ward School at
fl}35.00per annura.-Report adopted.

and Glassware,

w

York.

Ins. McBride that the matter New
room 9 be referred to Dr.

of the light in

Stairs,

new ones.

furnished.

any part of the city free of near

»^j§?s§r
By All

Means Purchase Nimrod

PLUG
TOBACCO!

WERKMAN.

Gi?e

me a

call

1886.

AYER’S CHERRY PECTORAL.

ftOOTG AND ALL.
CRE=N OR DRY.
Pend

Jl.iX)

for

enough

Penetrative to burn 12
JmveorIb«tnail stumps.

E. S.

Holland. Mich., Feb.

—Carried.
Moved by Inspector McBride that the
Committee on Claims and Accounts be instructed to make the annual settlement

Agent* Wonted*
Address

sfmcmsPeuMTBCo.,
Nev/ Carlisle, 0.

Lock Box E.

with the treasurer.— Carried.

JUST LOOK THESE OVER,

Urns' Celetratei Wooilsi

ff

Wells

Van

Atlanta,

Ga.

Dallas,

Tex.

San Francisco, Cal.

WATKINS.

18S6.

4

preparation of so great value as Atek’sCukbbT
Pbctobal, for treatmentof diseases of the
throat and lungs. It not only breaks up co ds
and cures severe coughs, but is more effecUve
than anything else in relievingeven the most
•erious bronchial and pulmonary affeefnn*.

3m

DEALERS

AYER’S

Cherry Pectoral

IN

Paper,

CARPETS, ETC.

der Veen’s Block.

Michigan.

The public ol Holland and vicinity arc hereby
notifiedthat I have purchasedthe stock and business of H. Postma. I shall continuethe manufacture of Cigars and should he happy of a patronage warranted by the quality of the cigars I make.

50-6 ru

Health is Wealth I

JAMES
14,

M.

_

VAN DRR YEN,

1886.

ALBERT CURTIS,
TggAmBwWjjgl

iipt

menw

Graduate of Ogtarlo Veterinary College,' Toronto,Canada.

Utlllli
preeeiou, Softeningof the Brain resulting in insanity and leadingto misery, decay and death.

and

Will professionallyattend to all diseases of

HORSES AND CATTLE!

new claimant for popular confidence, but a medicine which is to-day
Having the lives of the third generation
who nave come into being since it was
Is not a

first

offered to the

public.

,

,

,

.

There Ls uot a household in which this,
Invaluable remedy has onco been in-

troducedwhere its use has ever been,
abandoned,and there is not a person
who has ever given It a proper trial
for anv throat or lung disease susceptible of cure, who has not been made
''AYfcR’S CHERRY PECTORAL has,
in numberlessinstances,cured obstinate
cases of chronic Bronchitis,Laryn g> tls,
and even acute Pneumonia, and has
saved manv patientsin the earlier stages
of Pulmonary Consumption. It is a

GIVE ME A CALL,

Premature Old Age, Barrenness,Loss ofP£W®r
in either sex. Involantary Losses
*

tween Atlantic City and N. Y., had been troubled
with a cough so that he was unable to Bleep, and
waa inducedto try Dr. KlngB’u New Discovery for
Consumption.It not only gave him instant relief, but allayed the extreme soreness in his
breast. His children were similarlyaffectedand a
single dose had the same happy effect. Dr. King’s
New Discovery is now the standard remedy in the
Coleman household and on board the schooner.
Free TrUl Bottlesof this StandardRemedy at H
Walsh’sDrug Store.

and lungs."

The same opinion

is expressed by the
well-known Dr. L. J. Addison, of Chicago,
Til., who Hays
"I have never found, in thirty-five years of
continuous study and practice of medicine, any

TOR SALE BY

Holland,

A Oaptain’i Fortunate Discovery.
Capt. Coleman, achr. Weymouth, plying be-

orrhcea caused by over-exertion of tho brain, selfabuse or over-indulgonco. Each box contains
ono month’streatment $1 JX) a box, ?rsix boxes
Cor(5.00,sent by mail prepaidon receipt of price.

medicine that only requires to be taken In
email doses, Is pleasantto the taste, and is
needed in everv house where there are
children, as there is nothing so good as

AYER’S CHERRY PECTOR A L for treatment of Croup and Whooping Cough.
all plain facts, which can bo
bv anybody, and should be remembered by everybody.

These are

verified

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral,
Dr. J. C.

PREPARED BY
Ayor & CO., Lowoll, Masa.

BOXES

WE GUARANTEE

SIX
Sold by al) Druggists.
To cure any case. With each order rweived by us
for six boxes, accompanied with $5.00, wo will
Orders by mail or telegraph will receive prompt send the purclmBerour writtenguarantee to re^
attention. A first-class stock of medicinesalways fund tho money if the treatment does notetiect
on hand. Horses examined as to soundness.Hos- a euro. Gnaranteos issued only by
pital lor lame and diseased horses. If not proO.
& CO.,
fessionallyengaged can he seen at all honrs,
862 W. MADISON ST., CHICAGO, ILLS.,
has just received a large stock of tho latest
Office opposite Dr. Van Putten'sdrug store,
Bole Prop’s West’s Liver Pills.
Holland.
41-8 mos.
styles of Ladies’ and Gentlemen’s
pi-ly

JOHN

Mich.

Dealer in tbeleiding
ding class of agriculturalimplements, such as Engines,
Threshers, Saw Mills,
login
Wind Mills,
Self-binding
....... ____ jlnaing Reapers,
Ream . Mowers, Buggies. Wagons, Plows, Spring Tooth Harrows, all
that Farmer* need except money, and that you
If yon have a cough you are very foolish to not can make hv buying of me as I will sell very reatry a box of Dr. X. Stone's BronchialWafers. sonable. Fair (Wing and good goods.
....

,

COME AND SEE ME.
PETER U. WILMS.

Holland, April
West’s Cough Syrup, the household remedy for

throat

!

There are two forms of chronic rheumatism:
Porcelain-lined,Iron-lined. Maple Cylinder
one in which the joints are swollen and red with- and all the difierontkinds of pumps.plpe and iron.
out fever, and the appetite and digestion good, in
the other the joints are neither red nor swollen,
- hut only stiff and painful. In cither form Salvation Oil may be reliedon to effect a cure. It kills
pain. Price 25 cents a bottle.

They will help you. 25c.

Co.

-ORANGE, MASS.—

Cigar Manatactnrer, Furniture, Wall

AND WOODEN PUMPS,

The people of thla country paid last year more
than 19,000,000for imported precious stones.

25,

Holland, Mich., Jan.

Dim

Made

Net Home Seiii

James M. Van derVen,

IP. WILIMIS
Manufacturerof

PERFECT SATISFACTION

Nothing else gives such Immediate relief
and works ho sure a cure iu all affections
ct this class. That eminent physician.
Prof. F. Sweetzer, of the Maine Medical
School, Brunswick, Me., bays:—
"Medical science has produced no other anodyne expectorant so good as Aren's Chxrbt
] *k cto ral. It is Invaluable for diseasesof ths

Meyer, Brouwer & Co,

'{-Mi'jff.ction
guaranteed
or money cheerfully refunded. Fend for Unstinted circular, <fcc.

visiting committee for March be instructed to investigate the matter further.

HAS NO EQUAL.

1

BURNS

petroleum,
sulphur, saltpeteror explosives,but Is a compou.id, which, if put In
the stump and set lire
to, v. ill burn it,

Inspector Beach now offered an amendment to said motion that the matter be
held in abeyance for one monlh and the

22.

1885.

of

Genuine Cyclone 0tto
is

going on in the stock

Dry Goods & Groceries,
at

12-ly

Breyman BOOTS & SHOES
J

among which

bottle. All druggists.

Dress Goods, Table Linens,

Electricity,with all ita energy, Is not doing as
Is being done by Dr. X.

Skirts, Hosiery,

Stone’s Bronchial Wafers. 25c.

The best spring medicineis one of West’s Liver
'taken every night on going to bed. Just
what yon need. Sugar coated. 30 pills 25c. AH

fall

Silrtmie, Plateta, •anil Fane?

Gold and Silver Watches at Rea-

CUSTOM WORK.

and complete line of

The largest assortment of

drnggiate.

Having just secured the services of a
competent and capable shoemaker, especial altention will be paid to

CROCKERY 3DIA.JSAOND RINGS

Pills

SHOKS.

V

sonable Prices.
A

GROVER HAND SEWED
'

DIAMONDS,

White Goods,

Etc., in endless variety.

mnch feeling the pulse.

are the celebrated

-dealer in-

Jewelry, Wetches,

B. WVNHOFF.

HEROLD,

E.

WEST

the store of

coughs, colds, sare throat, bronchitis, asthma, in-

of

into the gravest maladies of the throat
and lungs, is a considerationwhich should
impel every prudent person to keen at
hand, as a household remedy, a bottle of

30 Union Square,N.Y. Chicago,IIL St. Louis, Mo.

GIVE HIM A TRIAL.

penetrative.
No crude

by Ins. Kanters to reconsider
the motion of Feb. 8tb, dispensing with
Mr. Horner’s services.— Carried.

Sec'y.

.

STUMPS.

Moved

Doctors are men

The fatal rapidity with which slight
Colds and Coughs frequently develop

1-t

WATKINS

E. S.

POSITIVELY

FLIEMAN,.

A Safeguard.

ami try my Cigars.
H. POSTMA,

Holland, Mich., Feb. 8,

short notice.

than in the past.

mnch good to-day as

J.

PHOTOGRAPHS. SEWING MACHINE

E^ACME

I will sell at astonishingly low prices Jn
order to make room for my fall stock.;

Holland, Mich. Oct. 23, 1884.

street.

The Superintendentbeing present upon

all

which

The undersignedhereby notifiesthe pnblic that
he is still manufacturing cigars. Several good
warranted brands of Cigars can be parchased of
him at wholesaleand retail at the old stand one
door east of Van Oort’s hardware store on Eighth

PREMIUM GOODS.

j

per

1883.

OTHERS

H. POSTMA, PROP.

fork.

'

.00

27,

and

wishing anything in my line can do no better than
by calling on mo. I have a large Block of readymade work in

1885.

23,

Every box has a ticket in it entitlingthe holder
to a share in the distribution of Fine Gold
munication accepted and placed on file.
Watches and Chains, Quadruple Silver-Plated
Moved by De Roo that H. D. Post be Ware, Tea Pots, Coffee Pots, Knives, Forks and
The Photograph Gallery of B. P. Higginsin the
instructed to write out polices for $2,000 Spoons. Nimrod is the best chew and the
greatest seller. Always in good order and gives First Ward has been leased by
in each company named, and that P. H.
good satisfaction. It is packed in styles which
pol- preserve the Pliant. Ripe, Cheesy
McBride be instructed to write out a polChee
condition. It
icy for $2,000; said polices to run for three is the choice of the chcwer and never sticks on
___ _
. Ko inatruntArl the dealer's
dealer’shands. For sale by
bv all JobbetB and
years and that the secretarybe instructed
Retailers.
a first-class photographer of St. Thomas, Canada,
to so Inform above named parties.— Car8. W. VENEABLE & CO.
Petereburg,Va. and is prepared to do the FINEST WORK on
ried.

and

Holland, May

FARMERS

HUNTLEY.

Cigar Manufactory.

chimney cap by the recent fire.— Com-

$1

the corner of Tenth street,

Call and examine and give me a trialiT

Tea*

die.

COST.

39-48w

Greatest Inducements ever offered. Now’s your time to get up
orders for our celebrated

request stated: that in his opinion the lessons in drawing ought to be continuedand
expressedit as his convictionthat they
would be of greater value in the future

Sleighs of Every Description.

JA8.

There Is a telephone in the store, and all orders
given through it will be promptly attended to.

also have a lot of

and Shop on Riuer street,

charge.

R. E.

Post was
received stating that the polices in the
Detroit Fire & Marine InsuranceCo. and
the LancashireInsurance Co., each being
for $3,000 expired March 3rd, 1886. The
rates were established at % for one year
and 1^ for three years. Further that his
companies were willing to join in the
settlementfor the damage done to the

I

on hand which I propose to sell at

Office

Holland. Mich., July

A communication from H. D,

made and

Give me a Call.

by Ins. McBride that the matter
of stopping the echo in the Ward school
be referred to the committee on Buildings
and Repairs with power to act.— Carried.

The secretary reported that pursuantto
orders from the Committee on Fuel an order for $95.74 was issued on Feb. 10th to
C. Ver Scbure for wood delivered by H.
Kenyon.— Report adopted.

they heat evervthlng.The dash is a new device
which cannot he broken.

Goods will be delivered to

Moved

throat and long diseases. 25c., 50c. and

aro superior, while in

for

Mouldings,

Brackets, etc.

com-

fluenza, whooping-cough, consumption

.

Milwaukee. These cutters for ease and com*

Hand Railing, Sash

With honest and fair dealing he hopes to retain
all old customers of the store and obtain many

mittee, with power to act.— Carried.

C. J. De Roo,

the

NorthwesternSleieh Company

doue on short notice.

Doors, Blinds,

weight alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in
cans. Koyal Baking Powdkr Co., 106 Wali-st,

Bride.

Adjourned tine

made by

Strength and Durability

Absolutely Pure.

_

CUTTERS
of

POWDER

a

baa in stock a number of the

kinds of buildings, fin-

Planing and Re-sawing

Flour and Feed,

The Committee called attention to the
fact that the light in room No. 9 seemed
to shine too stronglyinto the children’s
eyes; also that a few of the seats in room
No. 18 were in poor condition;further
that there was an echo in the Ward school This powder never varies. A marvel of purity,
strengthand wholesomenese. More economical
caused by the absence of deadening in the than the ordinarykinds, and cannot be sold in
floor.— Adopted upon motion of Ins. Mc- competition with the multitude of low test, short

Superintendentas

,

Crockery,

nearly all.

the

Estimates given for all
ished and completed.

The Committee on Claims and Accounts
recommended to allow the following
claims: R. E. Werkman, 1500 feet lumber
and dressing same, $16.60; R. Ranters,
paid for wood for Ward School, $4.87;
Yates & Kane, books, $1.08; M. Kiekintveld, Ink and ^ gross erasers, $10.50.—
Allowed.
The visitingcommittee for February reported that they had visited all the rooms
and found that fair work was done in

Kremers and

. it

a

FLIEMAN

J.

was elected chairman pro-Um.

Moved by

/f

The popular wagon manufacturer '

always on hand.

Repairing promptly and neatly

done

ever displayed in this city. „

One hundred years ago humanity waa to be
pitied,for

it

did not have Dr. X Stone’sBronchial

I

Wafers, the great cough cure. 25c.

We

have the agency in this city
I also

for the celebrated

are eorry to hear that Prince Bismarck Is

Needle Gas Lamp.

suffering with rheumatism. What be deserveala
trichlnlasii.

These lamps are a great

Chilblain*and frosted feet and hand* cored
with a few appUcationaof Wert’* World’* Wonder
•r Family Liniment. All druggist*.
Pnblic speakers cannot aay enough in praise of
Dr. X. Stone’s BronchialWafers, so pleasant and
efficient

ar* they. S5c.

Fifty wbita elk were recently seen In the

moun-

tains at the head of Green and Snake rivsr, Wyo-

Tbert la notklag

to

equal Ayer’s Sarsaparillafor

purifying the Mood, and ai a spring medlelae.

aSHM

im

keep on hand a large assortmentof

SPECTACLES
and a

CALL AHDSEE US.
NO.

46,

IIollakd, Mich., Sept. 4,

provement on all other lamps FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.
both as to quantity of oil All the Goods are warranted
used and the amount of light
to be just as represented.
which they give. Call and I am prepared to do repairingand en
graving promptly and in the beat manner
see them.
Coma and examine our atock. No
Good* delivered free ef cAmrge. U.ubl.t..ko,Good^oBRiTMjA
B.

WdlmL

TwmUkim

WTKHOFF.
Boi/un, Mlak, Mar

EIGHTH STREET.
E. HEROLD.

II,

IM

Vo, Mil

al tho

1888.

_

dnut •tor* »f H. Wolrt

